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Prime Mi~i~.ter has haste~ed
THENasser
and I Ito has anythmg

to deny .that" the vi~it of P~,esiden~s
to do WIth non-alIgnment
; theIr
to explain, was merely to have "an exchange

meeting with her, she laboured
of ideas".
She could have spared herself the use of the cliche; what will take
place at the sessions between the three dignitaries will obviously be an
exchange, not of vacuities, but of ideas. Still, is there an overbearing
fourth party trying to put an embargo on the nature and quality of these
"ideas"?
The raison d'etre of the conference, one would have thought,
was that it was a gathering of the leaders of three "non-aligned" Governments. Does Mrs Gandhi want to imply that that particular raison d'etre
does not exist any more; that Presidents Nasser and Tito could speak for
themselves, so far as her own Government is concerned, it is no longer
"non-aligned ?" Is it the State Department which is uppermost in her
mind when she preempts out a discussion of the Sino-Indian dispute from
the agenda?
The plight of India, the nervous Nelly, has by now ceased to evoke
either pity or sympathy from the' rest of the world; what it evokes is a
certain derision.
The Finance Minister has returned from abroad with
the mournful news that the Aid-India Consortium is as good as disbanded,
at least for the present; for our wherewithal we have henceforth to make
do with bilateral lobbying for aid. It is the same Finance Minister who
on the midnight of June 5-6 painted a picture of foreign aid-induced
milk and honey flooding the country following devaluation.
The U.S.
Congress has added a rider to this year's foreign aid bill which will
disinherit us from the aid funds unless we stop our hessian shipments, to
Cuba and give up all notjons of promoting trade with North Vietnam.
Even as it is the economic assistance voted is the lowest since 1957, and
Press reports indicate that one of the severest cuts has been on the
appropriations
for this country.
Apparently Mrs Gandhi has decided that the road to salvation lies
in further
ingratiation.
Orders were issued about a fortnight
ago
scrapping, almost in entiret.y, the control over private capital issues. The
air is thick with rumour that fresh concessions will be granted to foreign
fertilizer interests.
"Non-alignment"
is being played down, and the
Prime Minister goes out of her way to assure the Americans that no
Nasser would be allowed to raise the inconvenient
issue of India's
resuming the dialogue with China.
All this is unlikely to fetch in any dividends.
Even for Americans,
the age of innocence is past. Blind hostility towards our neighbours has led
us to blind subservience to t.he State Department, which knows the Indian
authorities
have nowhere else to go. There
need therefore be no
further waste of money on India.
Nobody from the Government contradicted Mr Jaya Prakash Narayan
when he stated some time ago that we spent something like one thousand
c~ores of rupees in the course of the three weeks' war with Pakistan last
year. Ever since 1962, year in and year out, more than five per cent of
our national income is being set aside as defence outlay in anticipation of

NOW

a

Chinese thrust..
From what Mrs
Gandhi was saying in North Bengal
last week, it almost seems our leaders
are itching for such a thrust.
On
the other hand,
according
to the
most authentic American sources, of
China's total standing army consisting of 2.5 million people, only 200,000
are placed along the entire
south
perimeter,
spanning
the three thousand and odd miles from Sinkiang in
the west to the shores of the South
Chinese Sea in the east. A minor
wonder,
even Mr Chavan has got
tired of the old gramophone
disc;
the other day he admitted
that the
Sino-Pak
threat
has abated
along
our northern
borders.
The three-Power
meeting in New
Delhi could have been used to try
for a rapprochement with our neighbours, and at the least cost to our
amour propre. But four years of
emergency-mongering
have dulled the
desire: Mrs Gandhi is not interested. It is not she and her class who
have to pay for the crushing defence
hurdles, and the stalling of economic
growth which this has brought about.
N one of her tribe is affected by the
spiralling
cost of living.
None of
them will die of starvation.

Opposing Thoughts
Election-eve makes writers of us all;
and to pontificat{on
on parliamentary democracy there is no end. Last
week it was interesting, in part amusing, to read Mr Morarji Desai and
Dr Rammanohar
Lohia on what is
right, or wrong, with our Parliament.
Mr Desai, of course, has no experience of opposition, except within the
party, and Dr Lohia none of power
and responsibility;
between the two,
however,
they exposed
the fragile
character of parliamentary
democracy
in this country.
Mr Desai's selfrighteousness
is matched by. Dr Lohia's cynicism;
the two taken together make it difficult to look forward
very hopefully to India's next Parliament to be born early next year. It is
hardly necessary to add that a parliament can continue
without
parliamentary democracy even as there are
many temples in this country where
the deity resides no more.
If the
elections are held in time there will
no doubt be so many MPs elected:
that will not mean that parliamentary democracy has established
itself
in India and all is well with democracy.
6

It is noteworthy
that most of the
current discussion is about the role
of the opposition
in parliamentary
democracy.
Few speak of the role
of the ruling party, which is surely
at least as important.
Mr Morarji
Desai is content with this self-satisfied assertion: "I would even say that
if the Congress party were not determined to introduce,
maintain
and
strengthen
democratic
traditions,
we
would perhaps have become a oneparty democracy as has happened in
some of the newly independent
countries".
Not only, thus, is democracy
a gift to the country from the benign
Indian National Congress; the opposition also owes its continued
existence in the body politic per favour
of the same Congress party.
Mr
Desai's claim is not altogether destitute of truth;
such is the measure
of the opposition's weakness; but the
implied claim that the opposition is
there because the ruling party lets it
be seems an insecure foundation
for
parliamentary
democracy. The opposition does not feel that it exists by
its own right; the ruling party apparently feels that, if need be, there can
be what Mr Desai calls a "one-party
democracy".
Similar thoughts have
not so frankly been expressed in recent centuries
in other democracies
such as Britain and the USA. They
have, of course, heen act.ed upon in
such democracies as South Vietnam.
Mr Desai states no more than a
fact when he· says that the opposition
is wc!ak because it has too many
parties;
he is even generous enough
to say that he would welcome
"a
strong opposition party, a party which
can pose a challenge to the party in
power. The existence of such a party
would bring out the best in the Congress and also consolidate our democratic traditions".
This is undoubtedly political munificence of a high
order from which nothing is taken
away by the fact of experience that
effective opposition
has so far been
known to bring out the worst in the
Congress ; Kerala, 1959, was only one
example which will not be the last.
Be that as it may, Mr Desai is as
usual frank.
He says: "It is sometimes said that the Congress party is
responsible
for the weakness of our
opposition.
This is a very cutious
statement.
How
can one partv
strengthen
or develop the other?
..
The party in power cannot ask the
voters to vote against it in order that
some other party can form the gov-

ernmene'.
Even if it be a half-trudJ,
the proposition, as phrased, seems fair
enough.
Mr Desai is also fair in
suggesting that "everyone
of the up"
posItion partIes has its roots in ~ome
States but not in all", although it
may be doubted whether he is wholly
wise in ignoring the fact that the all·
India character 'of the Congress is a
legacy from the days of the struggle
for freedom rather than a creation
of the Congress's
years of power.
Whether or not any party in opposition will in the foreseeable future
acquire an all-India
status compar·
able to that of the Congress, the present national "image" of the Congress
may itself be a transient quantity in
a matter at months.
Recent divisions
in several states like Kerala, West Ben·
gal, Orissa and others have been. too
sharp and deep to support Mr Desai',
smugness.
If Mr Desai's complacence is merely irritating, Dr Lohia's thoughts Qn
the future of parliamentary
democracy are hardly more cheerful.
Par·
liament, he bluntly says, has failed
"to become the mirror of the peo.·
pIe" ; "our parliamentary
institutlOlU
do not faithfully reflect the joys and
sorrows, the hopes and aspirations,
of the people".
Those who thi
that Dr Lohia and his adherents hav
in recent years added greatly to th
gaiety of the nation by championin
the cause of the poor in sdme ve
dramatic and unorthodox
ways rna
be amazed at the moderation
his claim;
but the hard core
his pessimism deserves serious noti
not least from the ruling party. "Pr
cedure", he complains, ·'r.onsllmes t
much time and matters of public i
portance are left untouched".
T
complaint on procedure needs exa
nation.
Dr Lohia is modest in
other direction too; he seems to lo
forward only to the day when
opposition
party will have 51 se
so that it does not have to wait f
others' support for moving- a no-cO
fidence motion;
behind the mode
there is cynicism, a sense of despa
The whole attitude
of the opp
tion, founded on a total lark of se
confidence, comes out clearly in
remark:
"The overall condition
the country has deteriorated
to
extent that no party, if it rerla
the Congress and comes to pow
would find it easy to improve".
his own reasons of political conv
ence Mr Morarji Desai insists
the function of the opposition is
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offerthe e1ectorate an ahernati ve, pr\>gramme and all; in his utter frustration, Dr Lohia says he has none.
Believers in parliamentary
democracy
need not, of cocr5e, accept either Mr

Desai's insistence on an immediate
alternative
answer as a condition
of
democracy or Dr Lohia's lack of one
as final. The debate continues.
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economy imposes a
set of compulsions"
backward
politics imposes its own.
As the
monsoon s,ession of Parliament
was
limping to an end in September, the
sadhus in dharna demanding
a ban
on cow daughter had been whisked off
to jail, and the Jan Sanghis wanted
to stage an impressive rally for the
poor cow. It was a bizarre turn-out:
school children in tight lrousers doing the twist and the rock .'n' roll,
a few nude sadhus and several ochrerobed ones, pious Hindu widows and
not so pious petty traders who did
not mind making
a quick
buck
amidst the smash and grab of the
post.devaluation
days, the C<;tpital's
lumpen-proletariat
and a good many
stragglers who had 110 particular sentiment for the cow-and
a reluctant
bull that was dragged all the wa:l
[rom old Delhi to Parliament House.
Mr Nani Ram Bagri, leader of the
SSP group in the Lok Sabha, who
figured on the platform of the Right
Communists on September
1 when
they staged a "Great March", joined
the Jan Sanghis and crypto-Jan San·
ghis to address the anti-cow slaughter
rally.
The Janus-faced policy of the SSP
sums up the backwardness of our politics.' The SSP looks to the Left
Communist.s for support
in Kerala
but has to throw its lot with the Jan
Sanghis in the sprawling Hindi-speaking tracts.
And what is the prospect in the
1967 elections?
The SSP is dearly
[or two sets of alliances-one
with
the leftist parties and the other with
the parties of right reaction.
The
SSP's stakes are high in the Hindispeaking North and not in the South.
So are the Jan Sangh's.
Divested of
its economic radicalism, the SSP has
everything in common with the Jan
Sangh.
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CORRESPONDENT

There
was a significant
rightist
breakthrough
at the 1962 polls and
there
is likely
to be a bigger
breakthrough
in 1967. Paradoxically,
the challenge to the Congress is from
right reaction in the Hindi-speaking
areas while it is largely from the lett
in the non-Hindi
speaking States of
West Bengal, Kerala and Andhra
Pradesh, and if one does not consider the DMK as a rightist force, in
Tamilnad
also. Whatever the leftists
gain in these States would be more
than offset by the new rightist breakthrough.
In Gu jarat,
Rajasthan,
Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh,
the Jan Sangh in alliance with the
Swatantra
Party or the SSP would
make heavy inroads
into Congress
strength.
The threat to the Congress
is equally serious in Orissa.
In States which are areas of major
contest for the leftist forces-West
Bengal, Kerala and Andhra Pradesh
and possibly Tamilnad-the
Congress
would yield ground to the leftists.
There are chances of a leftist-led alternative Government
in Kerala but
there are chances of rightist Governments in Rajasthan, Orissa and Gujarat.
In the Parliament
that is to be
constituted
in 1967, the Opposition
would command more seats but the
righ tists would swamp' the leftists.
It is forbidding
to think that the
leftist movements in the South and
in ''''est Bengal have no future because the Hindi-speaking
areas are
settling for a long spell of Hindu
revivalism and by sheer strength of
their numbers would/ush
the country nearer fascism an Hindu obscurantism.
The' threat to Indian secularism is not from the Southern, Eastern or Western States but from the
Hindi-speaking
States.
The Hindi
region, backward in everything, is a
drag on the rest of the economy and

a sburce of constitutional
imbalance.
What is the strength of Uttar Pradesh
in the Lok Sabha?,
Eighty-five out
of 500-odd seats and the late Mr
Nehru would not countenance
splitting the State up for administrative
reasons while he ridiculed
the idea
of linguistic States.
Coastlanders and Midlanders
Dr Lohia has a pet theory here. He
sees in the problem a struggle between the coastlanders and midlanders. There seems to be some validity
to this theory.
Dr Lohia's explanation is that the coastal people got the
best of the British rule, all the bene·
fits of the Raj, in fact. Educationally and industrially,
the coastlanders derived all the benefits. (Orissa
is a queer exception, though).
The
Hindi-speaking
midlanders lost everything in the bargain and now the
coastlanders have a vested interest in
continuing
the use of the English to
oppress the midlanders.
The doctor's sub-theory of a two·
centre Union for India, a Hindi centre and a non-Hindi
centre, flows
from the main theory.
The conflict
of interests
is between
the Hindi
States and non-Hindi
States.
Up to
this point he might be right.
The
conflict finds its projection inside the
Congress party also. All the AICC
members from Kerala demanded bank
nationalisation
at Ernakulam because
they can fight the Communists
only
on the basis of a radical programme.
The Congressman
from the Hindispeaking States is emotionally involved in cow protection and imposition
of Hindi as the sole official language
because he has to be nearer the Jan
Sangh and have a programme
as
similar to that of the Jan Sangh as
possible.
The theory that there can only be
a one-party system ilJ. India
could
well fit in here if there were no Left
Communist
Party in the country.
Those
who believe in this theory
daim that every political party other
than the Congress is but a marginal
pressure group and inside the Congress every ideological position finds
support
outside.
The strength
of
each ideological
posi tion inside depends on the strength of the pressure
group outside.
You can always pair
off the groups outside with the groups
within.
The Jan Sangh has its lobby
inside the Congress, so has the Swatantra party.
The amorphous
thing
called the Congress l~ft looks senti-
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mentalIy to the PSP or the Right
Communists.
The so-called Congress left has no
future inside the Congress. Anyway,
it is so weak and therefore inconsequential that it cannot keep the Congress away from moving farther to
the right.
So even with a leftist
sweep in the Southern States and in
West Bengal at a future general election, it would be impossible to have
a left Government
at the Centre.
Sharp Clash
More than that, a sharp clash between the Hindi
$J:ates and nonHindi States would develop shortly.
Non-Hindi States like Gu jarat, Maharashtra, Orissa and Assam have accepted Hindi without
protest.
But
the stage is being reached when mere
knowledge of Hindi is not enough.
You must belong to a 'Hindi-speaking
State.
Broadly, it would be a conflict of the coastlanders
against
the
midI anders, not to oppress the Hindispeaking masses but to protect themselves against Hindi chauvinism.
The backward Hindi States have
a vested interest in national integration and Indian unity and therefore
cannot
hide their
discomfiture
at
secessionist movements anywhere. And
it certainly should not add to their
joy to think that in the nineteenth
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year of freedom,
secessionist
movements had to be banned in India
through an ordinance and the DIR
had to be invoked to hold the country together.
The Congress, and for that matter
both the rightist and leftist parties,
have been deluding themselves with
the thougilt that once the language
issue is solved, national
integration
would be easy. The students who
rioted in Madras and Andhra Pradesh
.last year were not demanding
the
replacement
of Hindi by Tamil
or
Telugu.
They wanted
English to
stay .. This is what the Hindi-speaking States cannot really understand.
But Hindi is not a language issue
any more.
It is a political issue.
The interests that want the hegemony
also want cow protection
and a
Hindi State and even to end Partition through military action.
Hindi "Centre"
For all purposes,
even assuming
Mr Kamaraj becomes the Prime Minister, India would have a "Hindi"
centre.
The
Hindi
States which
have been a drag on the nation's progress would force a conflict with the
non-Hindi
States on the language
issue. The Congress dare not carry
out Mr Nehru's promise of a statutory guarantee for the continued use
of English as an associate language.
The promised BilI has been a long
time coming and certainly the Congress does not want to move it before
the elections.
When the Bill encounters opposition from the Hindi
States and from the Hindi chauvinists, the battle lines would be sharper. It is a crisis of faith on both
sides.
The non-Hindi
States which
want English cannot attach any sanctity to the promises and the Hinqi
States see a sinister plot to oppress
them through
English.
The issue
would be fought out bitterly because
both for the Hindi chauvinist
and
the secular, left-looking people of the
non-Hindi States, Hindi means more
than a language.
Hindi means the
negation of secularism and democratic values.
It is a symbol of the
hegemony of the more backward tract
of the country over the rest of the
country.

... Red Guards have given the postmen one big headache with their
policy of renaming Pekinfts streets
and shops.
Reuter
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HYDERABAD
: The contest
took place towards the e
last month for the eleventh s
the Pradesh Election Committee
ruled out the possibility o.f u~lit
side the Congress orgamsatlon
least until the general elections
over.
There is a further slump in
gress prestige in the St~te and
was a god-sent opportunity l~r 0
sition parties to close up their r
and provide an alternative to
Congress.
But, unfortunately for
people, the main opposition ranks
still divided, even when not ill
the working class but every sec
of the middle class is coming out
united action and when Andhra
preparing
for the biggest polit
action in recent times, the 1\n
Bandh.
The outcome of the contest in
Pradesh Congress was undoubtedl
victory for the Chief Minister's gr
over his formidable
rival, .1r
Sanjiva Reddi, who was until ye
day the unquestioned
leader of
dhra State. While the Chief ?IIi
tel' Mr K. Brahmananda
Reddi, co
cer'tainly improve his image inst
his own party and achieve the stat
of leadership ~n the orga~isati?n. (
til now he was only a Cluef Mmlst
the narrow margin between the c
testants-it
was only 20 votes-is
factor that the Chief Minister co
ignore only at his peril.
The
dissidents
led by Mr
Sanjiva Reddi accepted
the def
but were not disheartened
for t
reasons: they have secured 143 sol
votes on the basis of which they c
demand their· pound o[ flesh. Th
second was that even if the Chi
Minister tries to play tricks with t
share of seats that is reasonably d
to them, they have their leader,
Sanjiva Reddi, on the Central El
tion Committee.
On the eve of this crucial electio
bOUl the groups opened camps i
Hyderabad,
mobilised
their fore
there and provided
them all th
wanted, bought some votes at a c
of Rs. 25,000 and showered bus pe
mits and other administrative
ben
fits. An idea of the bitterness an
keenness with which they fought ca
be had from the fact that one PC
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member who was in America cut short
his visit and flew back and another
member who was hospitalised
for
serious illness was brought all the way
from Madras by car. And the bitterness and rivalry have come to stay.
This is the impression gained after
talking to a cross-section of the Congress rank and file as also from the
statement issued by leaders of both
the groups after the election.
Any opposition
party would exploit such a situation to provide an
outlet for the pent-up disgust and
hatred for Congress rule among the
people. It is in this context that the
negotiations between opposition parties for adjustments have to be VIewed. As already stated in earlier despatches, a Right and Left Communist adjustment alone could ensure a
sizable victory in the elections, since
'the Communists have been the only
force in Andhra politics in the last
two decades, posing an alternative to
the Congress.
Here in Andhra, as elsewhere, the
Right Communists have pitched their
tents too high, for any talks about
adjustment to be fruitful.
Representat.ives of both the parties have met
three times so far and exchanged the
lists of seats which they propose to
contest.'
Out
of about
$0 eaf:h

uninspInng
atmosphere
comes the
news of all-party unity and the united action
committee's
decision
to
organise
Andhra
Bandh
sometime
towards the end of this month. Represented on this committee are all
opposition parties and all mass organisations of workers, peasants, agricultural
labourers
and the middle
class. To cap it all was the threeday hunger-strike
in
Vijayawada
town
separately
by two sections
of the Communist
Party demanding sale of rice at 69 paise a kilo
as against the ruling price of 81 paise.
Within three days, nearly 1500 picketers belonging to both the groups
were taken into custody.
But, as the
two wings of the party declared that
there would be mass hunger-strike,
the Government
had to yield and
agreed to sell rice at 69 paise per
kilo.
This victory
at Vijayawada
aroused the poorer sections in other
places and the slogan of 69 paise a
kilo has caught on.
Similarly, students in Vijayawada
town took out
one demonstration
demanding
not
heaven but only a few more buses on
the streets to cope with the increasing traffic. Within 24 hours, the demand was conceded.

wants to contest, there is overlapping
at least in 50 per cent of the seats.
Both ultimately
agreed, on October
1, at the suggestion of the Right Communists, to allow district
units to
negotiate first, thereby indicating that
at the top level they could not come
to agreement.
As these negotiations.
are going
on, the Kisan Sabha and agricultural
labour organisations in the State have
developed cracks. The principle suggested by the Left Communists
that
any rival committees started by either
of them during the period when the
Left Communists were in jail, either
in the Kisan Sabha or agricultural
labour organization, should be wound
up, was not to the liking of the Right
Communists.
They
have rejected
this principle in the All-India Kisan
Sabha and have carried their opposition to the State level. This is in
contrast to the attitude of the Left
Communists
in the Pradesh
Trade
Union
Congress,
where they conceded the majority to the Rightists,
and everything went on almost without a hitch.
Hope of any adjustment
between the two wings hangs just by
a thin thread.
It is only towards
the end of this month that they propose to meet.
In this otherwise depressing
and
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The Racial Commonwealth
KINGSLEY

MR

SMITH of Rhodesia referred
contemptuously
the other day
to the Commonwealth
Conference as
a racial occasion at which his followers would not. have wished him to be
present.
Put bluntly,
that means
that pink people
(who call themselves white) should not, in his view,
mix on equal terms with black,
mahogany, chocolate. yellow or biscuit-coloured people, none of whom
are supposed to be capable of the
high culture which was recently displaved
by
the
inciner<ltion
of
6.000,000 Jew~, the bombing of open
cities in Europe and Japan and the
daily burning to death with napalm
of brown people in Vie~nam.
This, of course, is what the Rhodesian strulSgle is really about.
Some
Tories may have been inAuenced by
bein~ told that Mr Smith was legally
a rebel and a traitor.
That,
however, does not cut much ice with
most people, who recall that the same
things were said about George Washington. The real issue is whether a
piece of Brit.ish Commonwealth
is to
be cut off and made into a racial
State comparable with South Africa.
All that we hear from Rhodesia suggests that if the 200,000 Whites there
are given a free hand, they will establish a regime very like that in South
Africa, where Africans have a status
differing little from slavery. That is
to say that they are without
civil
rights as against the white man, and
are induced to accept subjugation.
I
say "induced to accept", because although a minority of Africans (who
are about four times as numerous as
Whites), try in different ways to revolt; the great majority are heJpless
and hopeless in face of the white
man's police and military apparatus.
The same thing is on the way to being t.rue in Rhodesia, where the great
disappointment
since the anno~mcement of 'U.D.T. has been that the
Rhodesian Africans have been divid'cd between therpselves, insofar as they
are rebellious at all, while most of
them are afraid even to complain.
At the Commonwealth
Conference,
Lee Kuan Yew, Prime Minister
of
Singapore, is reported to have turned
upon his African colleagues and told
them that instead of demanding that
OCTOBER. 21, 1966
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Mr Wibon should use force against
Mr Smith, they themselves ought to
organise lIndelground
groups who by
crossing the border and stirring up
trouble in Rhodesia would soon make
white domination
economically,
as
well as politically, impossible.
Some
such struggle might easily be almost
permanent
in Africa, which is now
becoming geographically
as well as
racially divided between black and
white-dominated
areas.
One views
with horror the picture of a vast cont.inent in which South Africa,
the
Portuguese
territories and Rhodesia,
with all the power at their command,
deliberately
provoke the continued
hostility of the immense but ill-organised African territories between them
and the Sahara.
White Paratroops?

This racial war, always threatening
to escalate into a world, and perhaps
a nuclear, war is t.he real issue behind
the present Rhodesian struggle.
Let
no one pretend
that Mr Wilson's
dilemma is easy to solve. It may be
said that having called Mr Smith a
traitor, he should immediately
have
sent in a force to arrest him and to
set up a legal government in Rhodesia. This would have been brave,
and perhaps it would have been the
wisest policy he could have adopted.
There were grave difficulties which
may well have deterred
him.
He
could not have been sure that the
white paratroops
or other forces he
despatched
could be relied upon to
support the Africans and not to fraternise with the supporters of Mr Smith.
If such a thing could happen
in
Northern Ireland in 1913, where mutiny took place on behalf of Protestants against Catholics, it might also
have been the result of attempting
to coerce a Prime Minister in 1966,
where colour as well as religious difference was involved.
Mr Wilson
must also have considered
whether
such an action would not have violently divided the British public and
made the racial issue dominant in the
1965 British election.
I am not surprised that he sank from these risks.
Equally impossible, apart from any
feelings he may have himself about
justice to coloured people, was it for

him to allow the Smith regime to
have its own way without
British
opposition.
That
would
certainly
have speedily ended the Commonwealth.
He had to pay attention to
the other
Commonwealth
nations
which clamoured for his intervention.
He decided on sanctions as a compromise, which he hoped would he
effective "in weeks, rather
than in
months".
This was a strange misjudgment in a territory so easily aided by the sympathet.ic Portuguese and
South Africans.
Now that sanctions have failed in
their present limited form, it is no
surprise
to me that Mr Wilson is
seeking a compromise by negotiation.
(The present talks are only by courtesy, not "negot.iations").
J write
before we know their result, but it
appears that Mr Smith is only prepared to abandon
U.D.I. on condition that he remains Prime Minister
and does not accept Africans into his
Cabinet.
Whatever arrangements
are
made for testing- African opinion and
for increasing their representation
in
another powerless Assembly, we can
be sure that Africa as a whole will
utterly repudiate
any such proposal.
Tust after the Commonwealth
Con.
fercn'ce it will be difficult indeed for
Mr 'Wilson to accept -proposals which
are, in fact, if not in form so ohviously contrary to his "six princinles" and
to Commonwealth
demanns.
must t.ake it. T fear. that Mr Smith
has reiected the "Ultimatum"
with
which Mr ''''il~on presenter! him.
Mr Wilson is ahove ever''thinO' what
is known in politics as a "fixer". and
he seems to have honen that in one
wav or another he WOll1d ~lin throU<Th
all the immense
difficulties of the
Rhodesian dilemma.
Tt spems nou htflll if the cleverest and most Inp'enions
mind could' find a comoromise between Mr Smith and the Negro States
of Africa. What. seems to me certain
is that Britain oue-ht not to give way
to Mr Smith's racialism, even if the
strug-gle has to continue and even if
the prospect of earlv victory is slight.
J am making- no iude-ment about the
prospect of United
Nations mandatory sanct.ions, bnt I do sugg-est that
the racial struggle is not one out of
which anybody ~an opt, and that it is
of vital importance
that both Britain and the United States. which is
herself involved
in her own racial
strugg-Ie, stand firmlv by the princinle
of integTation.
If the g-reat White
nations of the world refuse to take

'''Te
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NOW
sides against coloured people, there
is at least a chance that humanity
will proceed without the utter catastrophe prophesied in China, in which
the Chinese Communists
will lead
the
coloured
people
everywhere

against the white man who has so
long dominated
them.
That might
indeed be the final war prophesied by
Karl Marx before racial war and
nuclear weapons were thought of.
September 27, 1966

Vietnam, China And America
c. c.

Howforcesfar

will the anti-imperialist
headed by the socialist
camp let America escal;lte in Vietnam? Should the United States be allowed not only to crush the Vietnamese resistance but also to strike China with impunity? What explains the
continuing offensive of the U.S. ruling
class against the revolutionary
and
national
liberation
movements
all
over the world for the last several
years? .These are some of the questions which continue
to agitate the
minds of many in India' and abroad.
We are also witnessing the "Great
Proletarian
Cultural
Revolution"
sweeping China from one end to the
other, accompanied
by purges and
mutations
in the Communist
Party
and the People's Liberation
Army of
that country.
Are these related
to
the war in Vietnam?
Some light is
thrown on all this by three significant writings that came out recently
in France, one an article by Edgar
Snow in the weekly Le Nouvel Dbservateur (July 27-August 2, 1966)
entitled "La Guerre Sino-Americane"
(The Sino-American War), the second
a leading
editorial
in Le Monde
(August 28-29, 1966) under the caption "Un Nouveau Bond"
(A New
Leap) an'd the third an editorial in
Jean Paul Sartre's monthly Les Temps
Modernes (August, 1966) entitled
"Capitulation
ou Contre-escalade"
(Capitulation
or Counter-escalation).
On the face of it the three writings are unrelated,
but in fact they
are very much related inasmuch
as
the war in Vietnam is the common
background
to them all.
The main arguments of Les Temps
Modernes are:
The Americans
began
to bomb
North Vietnam in 1964. Last year
they stepped up their operations and
have been, since then, methodically
destroying
roads, brid?;es, railways
and buildings
(including
hospitals
and schools) in the North.
They are

12
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now bombing
the Hanoi and Haiphong areas. All this has been accompanied by systematic acts of poisoning the crops, destroying the viI·
lages, deporting
the inhabitants,
torturing and executing
prisoners
and
"suspects"
throughout
South Vietnam.
All this. however, will not help
the U.S. attain its goal.
The Viet·
namese will not capitulate-neither
the peasant-soldiers
of the South who
took up arms again seven years ago,
on their own initiative,
to fight for
their liberation
from a regime imposed on them by foreigners;
nor the
Government
of the DRV which defends, single-handed,
the right-and
the duty-of
a socialist State to aid
a revolution
to defend itself-a
revolution,
moreover,
that was made
independently
of it. in the other half
of the same country.
U.S. escalation will not. of course,
stop there.
It w~ll continue.
The
U.S. administration
is deliberately
taking the risk of a world war because
it considers that, given the internal
division in the socialist
camp, the
risk is negligible.
Its objective
is
not confined to Vietnam.
It wants
to show:
(a) that the forces of Imperialism
are strong enough to crush a revolutionary movement
anywhere in the
wor1cl ;
(b) that any socialist State which
tries to resist this will itself be mer·
cilessly destroyed even thou?;h the reo
volution that it seeks to help has nol
broken out in a foreign laridhut
in
the other part of tqe same country:
(c) that America's
determination
and its technical capacity for war are
so fearful that the socialist world will
simply abandon
this State, notwith·
standing the existence of mutual de·
fence agreements between them;
(d) that, in consequence,
any attempt, violent or peaceful, to modify,
anywhere in the world, the social and

international
relations
imposed
America, will be hopeless.

Rabid Reaction
For the last six years Imperial
has been on the offensive throug
the world, making and unmaking
gimes in Asia, Africa and Latin A
rica. On the wake of the Arne'
agression in Vietnam the most r
reaction advances on all fronts, W
'out the Wilsons, the BrandIS,
Mitterends,
the Mollets
and
Nennis
realising
that Imperial'
will very soon be able to do with
their loyal serv.ice.
In this situation
the sicken'
theatricality of pacific phrases is 0
matched by the imbecility oE
praise for the strategy of de Gall
De Gaulle does nothing to help
struggle of the Vietnamese pea
He takes advantage of this stm
and of the American advance towa
a war with China for getting back
European
Imperialism
some o[
lost autonomy.
That the oppres
nations should seek to take adv
tage of this situation is only to
expected.
But from this to conEoli
GaulIist Imperialism with progress'
ism is to betray an opportunism th
will lead to the bankruptcy of war
strategy.
Lack of a clear perspective,
prudent wait-and-see policy, "realis
-these
will lead to the ruin
the socialist and revolutionary mov
ment.
They prepare the I;round f
other disasters as surely as non-inte
vention against fascism in Spain p
pared the Second World War. Ho
ever, the parallel is drawn not on
with the Spanish war but also wi
the capitulations
that preceded a
fonowed Munich.
The U.S. ruling class is convine
that the USSR will continue' to r
treat from a trial of strength.
It b
lieves that ;a provocation
agains
China will not make the Soviet cam
move. It thinks that it can camp
China either to lose face by remai
ing passive before the annihilatio
of Vietnam or to give the U.S. a pr
text, by her reaction, for destroyin
her nuclear centres and reducing he
cities to ashes; the USSR will vie
with passivity the humiliation
or th
massacre of the Chinese and after
wards will be happy to take th
bloodstained
hand of the U.S. an
to sign with her, on a world scale
a new Munich pact.
Is this prognosis absurd?
OCTQBER
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il is, it is high time to say so. For,
with each moment that passes without the socialist camI? fixing any preciselimit beyond which it would unleash direct reprisals, the U.S. plan
becomes more feasible.
Each new
aggression against the DR V narrows
lhe margin of manoeuvre of the socialist camp and brings nearer
the
moment when it will be faced with
the worst dilemma:
tolal capitulation or total war.
fhe incapacity
to fix this limit
and threaten
the USA before any
newphase of escalation with counterescalation is reprehensible and tragic.
The counter-escalation
of the socialist world will be as easy to choose
asAmerican escalation and it will enjoy the superiority of legitimacy -and
cflicienC). At Formosa, at Okinawa,
in Thailand, in the Philippines,
in
the Gulf of Tonkin'
there are the
.\mcrican naval bases and the war·
ships of the American Seventh Fleet.
Sevenyears have already passed since
the Russians showed that they could
hit targets 10,000 kilometres away.
To declare solemnly that there is
a limit beyond which every blow
would be met by a counter-blow,
to
take deliberately the risk of war today; that is the surest way to avoid
lomorrow the choice between
the
reality of an im posed war and the
destruction, one after another, of remlutionary States and movemepts in
\sia and elsewhere.

Already At War

ca e

The Les Temps Modernes editorial
has, as it were, a logical sequel in
the article of Edgar Snow. In fact
Edgar Snow considers that the war
between China and America has already begun and traces this beginning to early 1965 when President
Johnson decided to bomb North Vietnam massively in order to cover the·
direct American occupation
of the
South, and thereby stopped the slowlyevolving movement towards neutralisation that was then discernible in
Saigon. If the aim was to break the
resistance of the liberation
forces in
the South-as
Johnson and Rusk repeatedly asserted-then
this decision
toattack the North was nothing short
ofa strategic aberration inasmuch as
the National
Liberation
Front was
from then on assured of increasing
elp from the North and thus was
ore and more encouraged to inten'fy the struggle.
The men in authority
in Hanoi
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and Peking who generally
consider
the American ruling class to be fairly logical at once concluded that its
real objective was to establish its political domination
over the whole oj
Vietnam.
They therefore
thought
that its next step would be to bomb
Hanoi and Haiphong,
and the} welt
right, as later events showed.
The massive destruction
of the
principal
industrial
centres in the
North
'compels
Ho Chi Minh to
evolve a common strategy with China
which must offer Nort}l Vietnam supporting bases to offset this destruction. This means that the centre of
resistance to America is shifting
to
China as surely as it had earlier
shifted from South to North Viet·
nam.
China holds that America
i~
the aggressor in Vietnam,
Formosa
and in other "neo-colonial"
regions
of Asia and therefore declares that
it is her legal and moral right to
make "counter-aggression".
However
there will be no dramatic overrunning of South-East Asia by the Chinese "hordes".
The USA and China
are already at war even though there
is no direct confrontation
yet beween their armies, just as there was
no precise moment when the Americans thought they were at war with
Vietnam.
For the time being China will improve her logistic means:
construction of strategic routes, stocking of
food and arms, making various technical improvements,
training of volunteers. Later new political and military problems will crop up in the
American
"sanctuaries" -Thailand,
Laos, Formosa, Korea, Hong Kong
and possibly Japan.
China is determined to show that for America it
is not only a question of engaging
more and more troops in Asia but
also to limit this engagement;
that
for her it is not only a question
of
scoring military victories but also to
get a political platform from where
she could dominate Asia. In short,
America will in future have to face
the same problem as she is facing today, b~t on an infinitely larger scale:
how to disentangle.
Mao Tse-tung knows perfectly well
that a Chinese "counter-aggression"
would immediately
invite American
bombing of China.
Chinese participation in the war will remain cautious and China will not exert her
maximum efforts befote her territory
is directly attacked.
In this long test
Mao Tse-tung
and Ho Chi Minh

count a lot on the internal contradictions in the enemy camp.
The cost
of this unpopular
war, on the basis
of the declaration of MeN amara himsell, amounts
to $400 per second.
That too, when the Amencans occupy
a tenth of Vietnamese territory. Vietcong recruitment
goes up each day,
the manpower reserve of North Viet·,
nam is hardly touched and, behind
Vietnam, there is the vast human
ocean of China.
The Asian allies of the USA think
that the world is losing confidence
in her. For them the proof lies in
the pa-rtial disintegration
of NATO,
the increasing monetary and balance
of payments
crisis and in the fact
that high finance is more and more
doubting the ability of the dollar to
remain an unshakable
guarantee
of
the economy.
To all this is added
the political
isolation
of the U.S.,
a telling illustration
of which was
the failure of Goldberg to involve the
United Nations in any way in this
war.
Prolonged Debate
In January 1965, Ho Chi Minh and
Mao Tse-tung
thought
that
they
could still avoid a prolonged
war
with the U.S. Mao then told Snow
he believed that even without
de·
manding a prior retreat of the Ame·
rican army from Vietnam it was pos·
sible to call an international
confer·
ence which would enforce the terms
of the Geneva Agreement
of 1954.
At that time Peking would have admitted the establishment
of a really
independent
and neutral government
in Saigon.
Mao's hopes were dashed
to the ground when the Americans
transformed
the civil war into an international
war.
He and the men
around him had to reconsider their
plans for the future.
Since then the
Chinese leaders have been engaged
in a prolonged and bitttr debate.
In December
1965, Chou En-lai
promised the National Congress that
the draft of the Third Five Year Plan
would be submitted
to a public de·
bate at the start of 1965. The Plan
had already been discussed by the
leading echelons of the Party before
and. after the explosion of the first
atomic bomb and it was known that
there would be no significanr
in
crease in military expenditure.
Aftel
February
1965, however, there wa!
no questi<?n of a public discussion of
the Plan.
Besides the reorganisation
of the
13
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economy necessitated
by increasing
military
expenditure,
there
were
other problems
before the Chinese
leaders. What should be the Chinese
military
strategy vis-a-vis America?
In the event of the inevitability
01
war would it not be wise to settle the
dIfferences with Russia?
As China
alone could not defend her industrial
centres against a massive American
air attack, at what price' would Rus·
sia agree to provide the necessary pro·
tection?
SllOUld China kneel down
before Russia and abandon her ideo·
logical quarrels in order to organise
a common defence of socialism in
Asia?
To submit to the "revision·
ists" was inconceivable.
It was equally impOSSIble to let America bring
to naught twenty years of effort to
modernIse China.
To accept the Russian policy would
mean the acceptance of a compromise
in Vietnam leading to American im·
plantation
in South-East Asia. And
if Vietnam is abandoned,
why not
Formosa?
If Formosa is given up,
why not tolerate American domina·
tion over the whole of Asia, be satis·
fied with a minor role and beg from
the U.S. like India?
There
could
then be only one conclusion-to
ca·
pitulate before Soviet pressure would
be tantamount
to capitulation
before
America, to the sacrilice of the revolution as well as the national interests of China.
To decide between
the partisans of the one or the other
alternative
Mao Tse-tung
and his
closest associates had to wage a battle
such as the Chinese Communist Party
had rarely known.
How many are those whose theses
have been rejected in course of the
decisive debate on the policy to be
taken vis-a-vis America and Russia?
Not more than five per cent, according to the official Press; but among
them are two members of the Politburo of the Party.
They are accused
of "revisionism".
Applied
to the
veterans of the Party who have dedicated their whole life to the revolution, the term "revisionist"
should
be taken as a euphemism;
it designates in fact a minority of the Party
leadership
who has been defeated
apropos of a decision of capital importance.
Marshal Lin Piao emerged as the
spokesman of the majority; he simply
recalled the long Chinese experience
in the revolutionary
wars in order to
stress the well-known
Maoist thesis
that man counts more than arms.
14

The only war that China could wage
and win would be a long war In
which the most important
thlllg was
the effort and the number of men, the
tetrain and a leadershIp that was r"
solutely revolutIOnary and laithtul to
the pnnliples
ot Matxtsm-Lenin~sll1.
The
presence
ot large Amencan
armies In ASIa makes thIS MaOIst war
pOSSIble-and
the larger they are the
betler.
China will certaInly
sutler
but, accordlI1g to Lin PIao, the 11nal
victory is not less cenain.
.
If in the default ot joint Chinese
and Russian action Amenca WlIlS in
Vietnam
there would
be an irreparable loss ot prestige tor the WHole
socialIst
world
and perhaps
even
wars between SOCialIst :'tates. Peking
could blame Moscow for the deteat,
but the consequences
would not be
less disastrous tor both Mao as the
leader and revolutionary
theoretician
and China as a first rate power. That
is why, even without the help of the
Soviet Union,
China
cannot allow
the Americans to decide the destiny
of South-East Asia.
If China is bombed "the war would
no longer
know any frontier",
as
Marshal Chen Yi has declared. And
the Chinese know that in the ultimate analysis Soviet Communism will
not survive the destruction of China.
Cultural Revolution
According to Le Monde} the war
in Vietnam
offers partial
justification for the cultural revolution
that
is shaking China. Of course the issues
involved
are large.
In order
to
understand
them the most essential
thing to remember is that a revolution is a revolution.
The gigantic
torrent of the Chinese
Revolution
with all its convulsions continues
to
flow. China is in tumult seventeen
years after the Communist capture of
power. Exactly at the same point in
her history Russia had also entered
the era of purges.
This does not mean that a bloody
phase is opening for China;
that is
not the way of Mao. But we are before a new phase of the uninterrupted revolution
advocat.ed
by him
which, once again, ad vances through
leaps and. waves.
In fact one of
Mao's theses is that a decisive breakthrough to a new world can be effected by a general mobilisation
of the
masses.
Frantic
labour,
passionate
enthusiasm and the power of the organised multitude
with the youth at
its head will more than make up for

the poverty
and backwardness
of
China.
The idea of the leap forward is
not dead.
It is, on t.he contrary, so
alive and so strong that we are in fact
before a new leap forward, but a
leap forward on the social and polio
tical front.
The economic goals will
be reached indirectly.
This new leap
forward is about
the consciousness
and political education of the masses.
According
to the Chinese,
Rus\ia
shows how there can be a progressive
restoration
of capitalism in a social·
ist land. China has seen the danger:
the enemy is revisionism.
From generation to generatiion Chinese Communism must be a Marxism of austerity, enemy of comfort, and quasimilitary.
The cultural revolution is accompanied ~y a whole series of political
upheavals:
the purge, the ascent 0
the army, the rise of Lin Piao an
finally, the change in the leadership
of the Party.
What effect will this evolution hay
on the war in Vietnam?
It woul
be tempting
to think with man
Americans
that China is weaken
and paralysed as a result. But is thi
not a dangerous
optimism?
It'
prudent
not to leave aside anoth
interpretation
according
to whi
China, on the contrary, will come 0
of this mutation more hardened an
dangerous for her enemies.
In th
perspective the externa I pressures
the war in Vietnam mingle with t
internal ones which favour the eli
nation of t.he moderates in Pekin
As a result will the Chinese peop
not be more disciplined and the lea
ers more determined
to prevent
U.S. military or diplomatic
victo
in Vietnam?
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In 1966
ROBINSON

HE most interesting
feature of
millionaires of Singapore are so much
the crisis of 1966 is that it has
more pressing?
brought up to the surface of wideAs for peace, encouraging, helping
spread realisation
(not only on the
and applauding American aggression
left) that the basic problem of the
does not seem to be a very useful conBritish economy arises from continutribution to that cause.
ing to play at being a world Power
The crisis has brought to a head
after ceasing to be one.
another
long-grumbling
problemThe situation is dramatically symthe impossibiIity of maintaining conbolised by the fact that the overall
tinuous near-full
employment with
deficit on the balance of payments
the institutions of private enterprise
for 1965 was a little less than the
otherwise unchanged.
item for overseas military expendiA scarcity of labour, in a free marture.
ket economy, leads to continuously
Our leaders seem to have forgotten
rising money wage rates and prices.
that [Qrmerly the cost of 'keeping tJle
After long clinging to old notions of
peace' by fighting little wars East of
monetary
theory, orthodox opinion
Suez fell upon the Indian
budget.
in England has at last accepted this
The Labour Party prides itself upon
fact. "Incomes policy" is now the
the liberality and wisdom of withaccepted
remedy.
Incomes policy
drawing
from
the
sub-co~tinent.
means that money-wage rates, on the
Their representatives
today do not
average over the ;whole economy,
draw the consequences.
They cling
should not be allowed to rise faster
to a more than Churchillian
love of
than output per head, so that (if the
empire and glory when its solid base
businessmen
play fair) prices fall
no longer exists.
.
where output per head rises faster
The trouble goes deeper than the
than the average, and overall prices
military burden on the balance of .are constant.
payments.
In the last fifteen years
There is i(l contradiction
in this
military expenditure has been absorbconcept.
On the one hand it repreing never less than 7 per cent of gross
sents an important interference with
national product, which is a little
the private-enterprise
economy-inmore than the whole of industrial
deed it entails a complete abandoninvestment.
It represents,
also, a
ment of the philosophy
of laisser
disproportionately
high share in the
taiTe, for it acknowledges
that the
best scientific and technological brainfree play of market forces does not
power of the country. This has playestablish equilibrium.
On the other
ed an important part in the sluggish
hand it asks the workers to accept the
development which is the main source
distribution of income between work
of British failure in competition with
and property that· the market throws
the other capitalist nations.
up as permanent, for it implies that
Of course, if our 'defence' forces
so long as the businessmen keep procontributed
to national security and
fit margins constant, that is, keep the
honour
or world peace, no price
share of profits and wages in proceeds
would be too high to pay. Safety,
unchanged, everything is as it sho,uld
however, is obviously imperilled by
be. Also, it more or less completely
a foreign policy committed
to the
freezes the pattern of relative earn·
U.S. crusade against Communism.
ings between different groups of workFor such a vulnerable area as these
ers that happen to obtain when the
islands the only hope of safety in the
new policy comes into force, for the
atomic age lies in establishing peacesystem allows little room for readful co-existence.
justments as between one group and
As for honour,
where we really
another.
have a moral obligation-to
the South
A third problem which has been
African protectorates-we
blithely dis- bubbling for some time boiled over
card it under the guise of granting
in 1966. The international monetary
them independence, to lie helpless in
system has got out of hand. The fall
in the real value of the stock of gold
the midst of powerful enemies. Why
has led to trading
nations using
is it that our moral obligations to the
16

dollar and sterling balances as
serves. For very different rea
both currencies are suffering fro
chronic tendency to run into de
The need for a supplementary
serve currency is now acknowle
by all except those who have a
ticular interest in raising the do
price of gold. But to increase
overall supply of international liq
dity would merely be a tempo
palliative.
The root of the prob
lies in the incompatibility
betwee
regime in which each country purs
a national economic policy at ho
while trying to play the internati
al game according to the old IU
appropriate to a regime of fixed
cFlange rates, and free trade.
Against this background the Briti
crisis blew up' in the old-fashion
form of a flight from sterling.
A reserve currency holding vola'
foreign deposit.s, a weak balance
payments, the competition for po
larity and mutual recriminations
bitual in a two-party democracy, a
the existence of a school of thoug
favouring devaluation, set the sta
in 1964.
In view of the coming election, t
Conservative
Government
had r
[rained from imposing deflation .
the face of an alarming rise in t
deficit in the balance of paymen
but all the same they lost, thou
narrowly.
The new Government a
vertised the deficit as a reproach
their opponents.
This, combin
with the fact that the electoral vi
tory had gone to a party called
bour, naturally led to a flight fro
sterling.
The crisis was patched II
by means of international
suppor
Gradually the balances returned an
the situation was restored to its ori
ginal precarious position. The fat
ful decision that the Prime Minist
took in October 1964 to defend th
sterlin~ exchange rate led to all tha
followed.
His friends maintained that he wa
constrained by the narrow ma jorit
but no change has appeared since th
last election, when his position wa
assured.
The most p)ausible diagnosis i
that he acted [rom political mativ
in the narrow sense. The old Laboll
philosophy cannot survive prosperit
-labour
has become middle cia
Respectability must be the aim. R
pectability
means
supporting
t
City, the City means supporting t
pound, supporting the pound mea
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uppqrting the President of the U.S.A.
But nothing
much was done to
remedy the basic weakness of sterling-some
restrictions
on foreign
investment, a credit squeeze to check
the high level of demand for labour
in the hope that some would drift
into export industries,
incomes policy to prevent cOsts from rising, and
a surcharRe on imports
that was
quickly reduced in response to foreign
complaints. Nothing had very much
effect. All the same, the Government
put about a forecast that balance
would be achieved by the end ot
1966. In the course of 1966 a general rise in interest rates, due to the
weak dollar and to anti-inOationary
policies in Europe, nullified the effect
of the rise in rates in London;
it
became clear that the deficit in the
British balance of payments was not
being eliminated, and incomes policy
ran into trouble
with a seamen's
strike which was a sharp illustration
of the impossibility of suddenly superimposing a freeze upon all the accumulated injustices and anomalies of
many years in the wage structure. The
flight from sterling was renewed.
A
furt.her turn of the screw in the credit squeeze failed to halt it.
On July 14th the Prime Minister
announced that on July 20th he
would introduce
mea'sures to deal
with the crisis. These consisted
of
an appeal for a general wage freeze
(to be made compulsory later if voluntary agreement failed) ; cuts in
proposed public investment;
increased taxes on consumer goods and restrictions on hire purchase; and a cut
in the tourist allowance
of foreign
currency. A cut of [100 million in
overseas military
expenditure
and
foreign aid was included in the packet. It turned
out, however,
that
the cuts in military expenditure
had
already been promised in the budget.
Only the cut in aid was new.
The Prime Minister declared his
intention to preserve the position of
Britain as a world Power and of sterlingas a world currency.
The July measures,
in so far
IS they were
not a mere expresion of panic, may be supposed to be
designedto operate at three levelso restore confidence in the sterling
exchange rate, to produce an immediateimprovement in the balance of
de, and to contribute
to a longm solution of the underlying pro-

em.
So far as the first objectiv.e

concerned, the dramatic style in which
the whole affair was conducted was
more calculated to arouse than to
allay the fears of overseas holders of
sterling.
So far as the real effect on the
balance of payments was concerned,
there were two opposite tendencies.
On the one side it seemed that the
Labour Government
was prepared to
cause more unemployment
than any
Conservative Government would dare
to do. By sufficiently reducing activity at horne it is possible to produce
a shock effect on imports, stocks being allowed to run down, which can
bring about a surplus on income account for the time being.
Keeping
activity at a reduced level thereafter
checks the rise in imports, while there
may be some improvement
in the
situation
of exports as a result
of
slack in the home market.
On the other hand the numerous
severe grievances and evident injustices caused by a sudden wage freeze,
the opposition
aroused in the trade
union movement and the piling up
of claims for the end of, the sixmonth period seemed likely to have
a negative effect on wage restraint,
which might not be offset by the rise
in employment.
The contribution
to the long-term

problem of the July measures was
wholly negative.
Cuts in investment,
the rupture
of productivity
agreements required by the wage freeze and
the renewal of the restrictiveness
of
trade-union
mentalit.y engendered
by
reviving
fears
of
unemployment
threaten a reduction in even the slow
rate of growth which was the basic
cause of the poor performance of the
British economy in recent years.
At the Trade Union Congress
a
narrow majority supported
the principle of a wage freeze bl.!t the opposition was powerful
and a court
judgment
has now created a chaotic
situation.
Today Mr Wilson has to face the
Labour Party Conference and explain
why he has found it necessary to sacrifice everything that Labour stands
for--even
full employment-to
defending' the sterling
exchange
rate
and backing the bloody-minded
policies of President Johnson.
The political crystal-gazers predict
that he will get his majority.
The
appeal of respectability will no doubt
prove him right.
But it is not much
use his offering the country
sweat
and tears. The people have a deep
suspicion that the crisis is not about
anything they really care for.
October 1., 1965
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Letter From A.merica

America
ROBI

IIOW

Recisited
CHAKRAVaRTI

does America appear on a
second visit., after a span of
about ten years?
This is the question 1 have often asked myself since
I came here on my second trip in
1965. I had come here on my first
visit in 1953. staying here until 1956
when I returned to India.
This
personal,
autobiographical
information
has relevance
to my
"second
thoughts"
on
the
U.S.
which take into account the increased
influence of the U.S. over countries
in the intervenin~
years.
For, the
U.S. interests India primarily
as it
plays its role on the international
scene. Otherwise. the U.S. is merelv
a distant land, odd, charming, paradise or hell, as you may prefer, but
having no more than a fantasy interest for an average Indian.
The U.S. still retains much of this
fantasy
character
in the average
Indian
mind, and the image that
rises in India when the word America
is uttered is a hodge-podge
of cars,
sex, affiuence, neon-li~hts. Hollywood
and the odd bag of ideologies thrown
up by such terms as Lincoln. Thoreau
and the "land of opportunity."
When
I came here first, the Indian mind
was closer to this jumbled-up fantasypicture,
for the great exodus
of
Indian intellectuals
to the U.S. on
short trips, paid for by others, had
not yet begun.
The first Fulbright
team of students, if I remember correctly, did not leave Calcutta until
1951, and it consisted of less than ten
scholars.
Few
journalists
from
Calcutta
or for that matter.
other
parts of India had then visited the
U.S. It is now difficult to find a journalist in an influential
position in
any big newspaper in India who ~as
failed to see the Statue of Liberty or
the San Francisco Bridge.
The fantasy-picture
continues
in
the average Indian mind even after
he has remained here for some time.
People who come here on short visits
have hardly any time t.o either look
behind the facade of things or digest
the quick-fire impressions
that bombard then.
Others who stay here for
longer periods are mostly students,
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busy with their studies, mostly in
technical fields, caught unhappily between two uncertainties-lll1certainLy about occupation
in India and
status uncertainty
here. . Thus, the
Indian
student
here suffers from
double fantasies-fantasies
about his
homeland and of the U.S. where, by
reason of his colour he always remains a foreigner, the pang oE which
he feels at t.he bottom oE h is heart
and which he tries to compensate for
by material aggrandisement
or rationalizations on a fantasy level.
This pei-haps explains the strange
fact that while a large number of
Indians have visited the U.S. from the
mid-fifties onward,
there is not a
single worthwhile
book on the U.S.
written by an Indian, either in English or in an Indian language.
We
have some .impressionistic
travelogues
and newspa per reports; bu t we have
yet to produce a De Tocqueville
on
a small scale.
American visitors to India, in contrast, have not been so negligent as
we have been. American
scholars
and journalists
are visiting India in
droves, and while many of their writings may be called culturally
biased
or lurid, some have come out with
shrewd observations.
In the past ten
years, American scholarship on India
has grown at a tremendous scale; irs
focus is contemporary
politics, culture and history.
The growth of
departments
devoted to Indian studies in various un iversities in the last
decade has been phenomenal.
The
University
of Chica~o, for instance,
taught. Sanskrit and some traditional
history and anthropological
courses on
India in the mid-fifties;
since then,
it has taught other Indian lan~uages,
including
Bengali, and a stream of
articles, monographs
and books have
come out from Chicago on contemporary problems of Indian societv.
In the mid-fifties. India was a blind
spot in the American mind, as was
America in the Indian mind.
America has progressed rapidly on its way
t.o understanding
India,
whereas
Indian
knowledge of America
still

remains
either
fragmentary.
This analysis should not be
as a plea for a massive introd
of American studies by Indian
lars. What I am trying to poi
is simply that in the exchan
personnel
that has taken pIa
tween the U.S. and India in th
ten years America has gained
in information than has India.
has gained in technical infor
through
Indian
scholars train
U.S. universities;
but we are
form some groundwork of opini
the U.S. free of fantasies a;ld 5
types.
'Free Enterprise'
One of these stereotypes, for
tance, is that America is a Ian
free
enterprise
and
opportu
Here, it is true, everyone can b
house and can have a decent Ii
standard and, if one's colour is r'
he can' do well. And, therefor
myth has been fostered that it
classless land of complete ccon
freedom.
I call it a myth, be
all recent studies have found
America is divided by classes as m
as any society, and that with
emergence of big industries, the
of "free enterprise"
as it is u
stood in its pristine sense is
Studies have shown that labo
seldom go up the ladder to be
executives, for executjves are em
ed by the top hierarchy after 51
selection and training, and that
though labourers may be drivin!{
and own television sets and ref;i
tors, they know in their bones "
they cannot go up. The gradual d
of small firms and stores or a loss
their importance has further rest
cd the scope of free enterpri e w
once existed in Amer,ica.
Another stereotype fostered by
vacates of "free enterprise"
is
what yielded results in America
bound to be effect.ive everywhere e
History shows that there is absolu
no parallelism between the Ameri
political and economic developm
and t.hat in other couolt"ies. As F
bright has been saying.
Ameri
political experience has' been so
void of violent revolutions a~ to m
it impossible for an aver(l~e Ameli
to understand
the revolutions
are sweeping over most of Africa
Asia, let alone Latin America, L1
wise, the economic development h
too, hilS been a freak-a
mass of
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migrants
ex,ploiting
a rich land
whereas ill old countries the ratio of
land and population
was disproportionate, even if we exclude the important role of social inhibitions
which were weaker in America or
el e were transformed under the exigencies of a new environment.
The differences between the American experience and the experience
of emerging countries in Asia can be
best described by the attitude of American labour unions.
The unions in
America are largely egocent.ric; they
are interested only in bargaining
as
much as possible out of the, pockets
of their employers, and their skills
are geared to amassing knowledge
about their t.rade, the employer practices and employee benefits. The big
world outside is, by and large, relerant in so far as it affects their own
work benefits. - Class-consciousness
in the sense Marx discussed
it is
virtually absent among labour unions
which look more and more like presure groups concerned with their sectarian interests.
This partly explains
why a veteran
labour leader like
George Meany, head of the AFL-CIO,
can be quite militant where demands
for wages for the unions affiliated to
the AFL-CIO are raised, but behave
like a conservative, if not a reactionary where
international
political
issues are concerned. In 1955, it may
be remembered, Meany called Nehru
an aide and ally of Communism. And
recently, when a batch of longshoremen refused to load wheat intended
for Russia,
the AFL-CIO,
where
l\Ieany has a majority, supported the
move.
>,
Another evidence of labour militancy on wage issues coexisting with
unconcern with other matters or conservatism is the fact that although
Jimmy Hoffa, Teamster's union boss,
was stigmatised for corruption he stilI
continues to enjoy support. from a
majority of his union members.
All these random instances are submitted to show that although the
U.S. is a democracy, was born in a
revolution and is living now in a
period of affluence which is popularly
described as the result of free enterprise, as one looks closely one finds
points of wide divergence
between
American experience and the experiences that countries of. Africa and
Asia are passing through.
In the first
impact with American society, a gog~Ie-eyed foreigner
from a starving
land is liable to forget this as he walOCTO BER 2], ] 96ti

lows in comfort and listens to the
siren voice of propaganda
; on second
t~oughts, they leap up to his consCIOusness.
On my revisit to the U.S. these differences came to light.
They are not
on the surface of things; they have
to be dug up. I have merely touched
upon some points of difference to
sound a warning to those who either
see only superficial
similarities
between two democratic systems or, alternatively,
turn'
their
ideological
hatred exclusively t.o the darker aspects of Indian
democracy
and of
American
democracy.
My purpose
in this brief essay is to take a neutral
attitude, and try to lift the veil, albeit
partly, over what is often enthusiastically propagated
as the essential
similarity of experiences.
It may be argued that some of the
things that had happened in the past
in America may bear broad similarities with segments of the Indian
situation, such as the bloody history
of the growth of labour unions in
America or the widespread insecurity
of Americans during the depression.
Hubert
Humphrey,
on his recent.
visit to India, described his child400d
experiences of drought on a farmlan<;l.
But these experiences are emotionally
forgotten
or repressed, although
int.ellectually
noted
by officials and
public leaders as points to safeguard
against.
In other words, when confronted with situations
in Asia and
Africa which appear strange to Americans, they do 'not find their emotional chords ringing so much as they
would have, say, fifty years ago.
To sum up, the American view of
the world is different from, say, the
Indian view of the world because the
experiential
backgrounds
are different.
Americans can no more think
of what had happened fifty years ago
as a primary motivation
for action
than can Indians think of what is
going to happen fifty years from now
and live happily with poverty.
At
this moment in history, the Indian
experience diverges from the American experience and some of the tools
of change that have been developed in
America to control peculiarly American problems may not have the same
application
value in Asian and African societies.
The U.S. view is that
they can; costly failures of American
economic and political policies show
that perhaps the U.S. is wrong.
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Engineering the prGgress---'o
Our plan is to engineer the progress of
industry in every field. It all began when we
started to supply dairy equipment way back
in 1938. Later we manufactured
the first
stainless steel milk storage tanks in India.
And now leading dairies depend on us for
every equipment from can washers to bottling plants. Not excluding cheese and buttermaking equipment and spray drying units.
They are supplied in collaboration
with
Paasch & Silkeborg, Niro Atomizer, Wright
Hargreaves ...
But the dairy industry alone couldn't
contain our interest. We had other branches
of the food industry on our minds. That
accounts for the mill that grinds 1000 tons
of grain a day, silos that store 10,000 tons

of food grains, earthmoving
equipment,
fertilizer plants, bulk handling eqUIpment
and callIe and poultry feed plants. It's a big
range. But it's only' one of the industries
L&T serves.
Steel is another. We are responsible for the
four blast furnaces at Rourkela, pig casting
machines, sintering plant,- ladle cars, L.O.
Convertors ... These equipments are supplied
;ncollaboration withGHH-German
manufacturers who have contributed the first L.O.
Convertors and rotors to the world's steel
industry.
Power is equally important
to us. In
mllaboration with Laur. Knudsen we manu'factllre equipment
that controls power:
all types of motor starters, switchboards,

LARSEN"
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control panels, switchfuse units. Our engineers also study the problems of individual
industries and plan, design and install
controlgear to suit their needs.
For the chemical industry, our workshop
at Powai fabricates unit operation
and
unit process equipment out of mild steel,
stainless steel, aluminium and monel. But
other industries matter as well-industries
like drilling and mining, chemicals and
pharmaceuticals,
oil and petrochemicals,
paper and pulp, cement and steel. That's why
we plan, design and install equipment for
every leading industry in collaboration with
world renowned manufacturers
likc Caterpillar, Christensen, Longycar, GHH, Voit},.
Audco, Chcmiebau, F.L. Smidth

TOUBRO LIMITED.

P.O. Box ~7B. flomhl}'
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The Indian Muslinls
After Independence
~l.

~rUJEEB

A

T a party given during the UN
General Assembly session in
1949 I had t.he pleasure
of being
placed next to the Turkish rep~sentative. He looked at my name card,
saw that I was a Muslim and at once
asked, "Are there still any Muslims
in India?"
The impression
then
created in some 'countries
does not
yet seem to have been removed and
it is believed that the sub-continent
had been divided between Muslims
and Hindus, with all Muslims on the
one side and all Hindus on the ot.her.
The reasons why India was partitioned is a painful subject not only
for the Hindus, but for a vast number of Muslims, both in India and
Pakistan. It is necessary for outsiders
to remember two facts because or their
consequences.
The party which demanded the creation of Pakistan, "a
separate homeland
for the Indian
Muslims", was the Muslim League.
In the 1916 election, which proved
decisive, it secured 425 out of 492
scats reserved
[or Muslims in t.he
Central and the different provincial
legislatures.
It could be said, therefore, that Indian Muslims were oyer\~helmingly in favour of Pakistan.
But the franchise was limited to the
propertied
c1as es, and those who
voted [or t.he League and its policies
did not know [or what they were
voting, because the League deliberately avoided
definin~
what was
mean t by the creation of Pakista n.
It insisted that the righ t to "a separate homeland [or t.he Muslims", to
be called Pakistan, should be conceded first. The voting for Pakistan
was thus a leap in the dark.
The other fact that needs to be
remembered is that there was an uprooting of the populations
in three
Muslim majority and one Muslim
minority
province.
Most of the
Hindus in Sind, all the Hindus in
the North-West
Frontier
Province
~nd 'Vest Punjab
were forced to
migrate to India and the Muslims in
East Punjab to mi~rate to Pakistan.
\n incredible amount o[ rioting and
bloodshed accompanied this partition
and migration,
and the sit.uation
created by this has to be borne in
OCTOBER
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mind when considering
tile position
of the Indian Muslims who remained
in India after partition.
VVe still
wonder
what
would
have happened
to them but for
Mahatma
Gandhi.
But while his
influence
was
enough
to
calm
down the feelings
of most. Hindus, and it was possible to help a
large number of uprooted
Muslims
to settle down, there were some who
regarded him as a traitor to the Hindus and it was at the hands of one
such person that Mahatma
Gandhi
lost his life. It is significant in this
connection
that no outstanding
persons or groups in Pakistan made any
effective attempt to ensure the security of the Hindus or to enable those
who did not wish to migrate to stay
on. If they had done so, the lot 01
the Muslims immediately
after partition would have been much easier.
The decision in regard to exchange
of populations
applied only to Eastern and Western Punjab.
A large
proportion
of the Hindus
in the
orth-West Frontier Province and in
Sind would have stayed on if t.hey
could.
On the other hand,
there
would have been much less of immi~ration of the Hindus of East Pakistan into W'est Bengal
and antiMuslim
sent,iment
in eastern
and
northern India would not have been
periodically
revived.
This is how the history of the
Muslims in free India began.
What
has happened since?
As a preface to everything else, it
has to be stated that the meaning ot
the formation
of two independent
States was not realised by Muslims
on either side of the frontier.
They
did
not
understand
'why
there
~hould be restrictions on travel, why
a person should not be able to hold
property in both countries, why nonMuslims in India should have any
objection to Muslims maintaining
relationships as before with the members of their families who had migrated, in fact, why the establishment
of Pakistan should be resented
in
any way by non-Muslims
in India.
On the other side, while the vast
majority
of the non-Muslims
were
willing and able to suppress their
resentment,
there were also elements
among them that were actively hostile, and to them it seemed t.hat the
Congress Government,
and above all,
its leader, Jawaharlal
Nehru, was objectionably
pro-Muslim.
The security of Muslims in India

has been endangered
by these actIvely hostile element..s, and by the attitude of the Government
of East Pakistan
towards
its Hindu
citizens.
The maintenance
of law and order
is the responsibilit.y of the State Governments, which have shown on occasions that they were not sufficiently
alert.
It has appeared, also, that attacks on Muslim populations,
wherever they occurred, were planned and
might have been prevented if prompt
action had been taken.
But those
who planned the attacks always prepared the ground by spreading rumours
th-at cre~ted a strong sentiment against the Muslims, and made
the neutral non-Muslims
indifferent
to the fate of the Muslims. attacked.
It must be remembered, however, that
these attacks have always been more
or less local, and while at first they
created such panic that some Muslims of the affected areas migrated to
Pakistan, this tendency has gradually
weakened,
and Muslims have stuck
to their place in spite of riots and
attacks .• The war of September last
year has strengthened
the position of
the Muslims by showing that they are
as patriotic Indians as t.he non-Muslims, and we may say that the problem of the security
o[ the Indian
Muslims has been solved. With the
war has also come a full realisation
of the fact. that India and Pakistan
are two different
States, and not
merely one country divided into two
be.cause of a quarrel that should be
forgotten.
Employment
The problem
o[ employment
is
closely linked with the problem of
security, but is much more complicated.
The factor that has caused the
greatest. complication
is the habit inculcated in Indian Muslims by the
British Government,
in its own interest, of expecting special consideration from the Government
in the
matter of service. After the establishment of the Congress in ]885 and
the growth o[ it.s influence, British
administrators
began
to patronise
the Muslims of the upper classes and
tried to wean them away from the
nat.ional movement with offers of reservation of seats in municipal
and
legislative assemblies,
separate
electorates and employment
under the
Government.
The tendency to complain that the Muslims had got less
than their due was encouraged and,
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what was much mor·e dangerous, the
Muslims were made to believe that
if it came to competition, they would
have no chances against the Hindus.
All the concessions made for the
Muslims as a minori ty and a su pposedly backward
community
continued till 1947. Thereafter, special
consideration was shown only to the
really backward communities,
listed
as Scheduled Castes, and the Muslims
were left to get what they could on
merit.
This made the Muslims of
the upper classes feel that they had
been thrown to the wolves of unemployment and starvation.
.
A second factor was the policy of
the Congress Government of taking
land away from the landlords
and
giving it to the peasants with full proprietary rights. The indication that
these reforms would be carried out
was given in 1937 when the Congress
first came to power in a majority of
the Indian
provinces.
The landlords were mainly Hindus, but there
was a large number of Muslims also
who depended, as landlords; on the
rents they received from the tenants.
The far-sighted among the landlords
either disposed o[ their land or established large farms and gardens, and
thus ,bbtained exemption
from the
application of the law when it was
enforced.
But most of the Muslim
landlords, specially the smaller ones,
did nothing to save themselves.
A
large number of lawyers also, whose
practice
depended
on
litigation
among the landlords, lost their main
source of income.
I The
demand
for Pakistan
was
../ made principally by the upper class
Muslims.
The vast majority of Muslims officers in the government who
were given the choice of serving in
India or Pakistan chose to go to
Pakistan.
A large number of businessmen also
. transferred their busi- /
ness to PakIstan. Those of the upper
classes who did not migrate immediately after partition found an easy
way out by migrating
to Pakistan
later on in search of employment.
In some services this caused a marked
reduction in t.he number oC Muslim
applicants.
For quite a number oi
years very few eligible Muslims appeared for competitions or selections
for the administrative
services, the
army, navy and air force, arid in the
engineering services, because it was
much simpler to migrate.
This was
a third factor complicating the prob.
lem of employment. But it is also true
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that in the first year~ dfter partit'ol1
quite a number of Muslims, speciallY\
in the police service, were thrown
out to restore the balance in favour
of the majority community, which
had not been given its due share by
the British administrators in order to
provide jobs for Muslims.
During the last ten years, the situa.
tion has gradually
changed.
The
number of Muslims recruited to the
highest grades of the administrative
services is still negligible,
because
that class from 'which recruitmentJ
was made has mostly migrated to Pakistan.
The number of Muslims in
the armed forces and the police is
slowly increasing.
Overseers and engineers who formerly migrated are
now looking for jobs and finding
them in India.
International
busi·
ness houses and industrial concerns
which formerly followed a policy of
employing Muslims in Pakistan and
non-Muslims in India are now throwing open their doors to Muslims in
India.
Old Muslim business houses
in the main trading and industrial
centres are now in a much better
position, and mC!re and more enterprising
Muslims are building
up
businesses of their own.
Employment is not an Indian Muslim problem only. It is an acute
problem for all Indians because of
the limited opportunities
and the
rapidly increasing popula tion. It. is
inevitable that there should be a great
pressure on the sources of employment that exist and, therefore, suspicions of discrimination.
1t cannot
be said that there is no discrimination. What qm be said with assurance, however, is that Indian Muslims are not its only victims. Caste
prejudices,
linguist.ic and regional
prejudices provide ample reasons for
practising discrimination.
Discrimi.
nation is least in evidence in emp19Yment under the Central Government;
in the States its pattern varies.
One important point to be remem·
bered in this connection is that independence has brought about a social revolution, and sections of the
population
that were denied opportlmities in the past are now coming
up and demanding
their rightful
share. In Muslim society, only people belonging to the upper classes
were regarded as deserving of interest
and consideration.
In the whole
movement for education among Muslims during
British rule there is
hardly any reference to the needs of

t.he poorer cla~se~. It wa', (omid led
improper, even ridiculous, lor them
to demand equality of opportunit}
in education, and society looked ask·
ance at th9se who did get education.
At t11e present time, while the rem·
nants of the old upper class may be
complaining, the hitherto sup pres ed
classes are coming up, in education
and in economic life. Unless the
Muslim interest is identified with the
welfare and prosperity of the upper
class Muslim, an investigation would
perhaps reveal that the Muslims as a
whole are better olI than they wele
before.
Cultural Survival
Another major problem of the In·
dian Muslims is that of political and
cuI tural survival.
The ideology of the 1 IusliIll Lea·
gue and the demand of a separate
homeland for the Muslims was based
on the assumption that the whole
Muslim community possesses a common political and economic interest.
But even a superficial consideration
of the distribution
of the Muslim
community in the coulllry and the
many economic classes of which it is
constituted would at once disproyc
this theory. The ·Muslim landlord
and the Muslim agriculturist could
not possibly have the same economic
interest, nor the Muslims in the free
professions the same interest as the
craftsmen.
But the possibility 01
uniting the Muslims on the basis of
a common allegiance to Islam, and
of creating the illusion that this aIle·
giance required the rejection of all,
and specially of political relation·
ships with non-Muslims has been eA'
ploited to the full by the Muslim
League because the Muslims were a
separate electoral body and the franchise was limited.
But now there
are no separate constituencies for the
Muslims or any other communit).
and the question arises as to what
the Indian Muslims should do to ensure their political survival.
There is still a Muslim League
party in a southern State, but any.
where else in India a purely Muslim
political party would not be able to
achieve anything
and would only
antagonise
the other communities.
But is there any risk, any fear of loss
in the Indian
Muslims not being
organised
as a separat.e political
party?
I do not see any. In a de·
mocracy, where government has to
be the go\'ernment of the majority.
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a small party working
(or its own
interests can serve no useful purpose,
when these interests
themselves
are
likely to be inconsistent with each
other, because the party has a reliiOlls and not an economic or political basis. On the other hand, if we
are agreed that democracy is an Is:amic principle, that the organisation
and promotion
of social welfare is
n Islamic duty, the Indian Muslims
can serve Islam and themselves best
by associating themselves
with personsand parties who aim at making
lemocracy as real as possible and at
achieving the maximum
of social
'ustice and social welfare through the
legislative and administrative
action
of the State. It is impossible to believe that Muslims
would
sacrifice
their own interests if they cooperated
with and gave the lead to parties
working genuinely
for the highest
human interests.
Indian Muslim culture would also
derive enormous henefit if t.he Indian
~ruslims worked for common ideals
in cooperation with the other communities. There has, no doubt, been
an element of cultural self-assertion
III Hindu
nationalism.
There was a
tendency to look at the remote past
and incorporate
its qualities in the
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image of new India, and this revivali m was directed
more against the
Muslims than against the British, because the Muslims had been culturally dominant for a far longer period.
The form of revivalism that annoyed
the Muslims most was the rejection
of the Urdu language and the propagation of Hindi.
Urdu had been
built up as a literary and conversational language by the joint efforts
of both Hindus and Muslims; its rejection in favour of Hindi made it
seem that the whole contribution
of
Muslims to Indian culture was being
rejected, and the culture of free India would
be exclusively
Hindi.
There is no point in discussing and
passing judgment here upon a whole
historical
process. The present-day
reality is that the movement of revivalism among the Hindus has failed
to lead anywhere.
Hindi as defined
in the Constitution
would have been
acceptable as a national language al·
most without question, but the revivalist character given to it by certain
dogmatic and reactionary
advocates
has produced a sharp reaction.
On the other hand, there is no
doubt that in certain vital areas, such
as the state of Uttar Pradesh, where
Muslims form a substantial
minority
and in Delhi, administrative
action
has gone 'against professed policy and
the teaching of Urdu in schools has
been almost entirely stopped.
But
in some other St.ates of India, Urdu
is getting the official recognition and
support to which it is entitled and
there is ample evidence now of a reaction in favour of Urdu, which will
gather force because of the attractive
qualities of the language itself. More
and more people ar~ beginning
to
understand
that unless Indians as a
whole are to adopt a cheap imitation
of European
and American culture,
t,here is no alternative to a revival of
the culture
created
by themselves
during
the
medieval
and
early'
modern period, a culture that is distinctively
their own. The cultural
survival
of the Indian Muslims is
thus being promoted
by the movement of events.
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A Quiet Puja
THE

Durga Pu ja in 1946 was a
quiet affair. The number o[
Pujas was not less, nor was any particular item o[ collective piety or fun
absent.
The
festive crowds-never
large, in any case, in Barisal-were
not noticeably smaller;
the hubbub
of
bells
and
drums
sounded
much t.he same [rom a distance;
the air smelled different as it unaccountably does during the four days
of the Puja. And yet unmistakably
things had a quieter [eel. From the
roof adj'oining
my room on the
second floor of a building on Sadar
Road I could easily sense it as I
watched the images pass below [or
immersion,
although
I would have
been hard put to it to point out what
exactl y was missing.
It was in fact not something missing but something additionally
present that was responsible
for the
feeling-somethin~
that
had
not
been there in earlIer year~. The previous August, barely two months before, the town had tensed up and it.
was almost
touch
and go. Riots
did not actually
break out and
Bakharganj
district
remained
true
t.o its
tradition
of
communal
peace. But in August and September 1946 no one could have been
sure. None had escaped the contagion of worked up emotions as news
of the Calcutta killing started coming in by word of mouth four or five
days after the event.
On the 16th itself there had been
a meeting
at the nearby
Aswini
Dutta Hall.
After the meeting an
excited crowd came out in a procession and passed the same way the
immer~ion parties were now passing,
affording me, on both occasions, a
fixed t.op-shot view from the tallest
building
in town. The
frenzied
shouts and medley of slogans that
came from
the procession
below
sounded like war cries and I felt a
sudden chill down my spine which
I could not quite shake off in the
days and months that followed. It
must have been the same with those
who had crowded the Puja pandals
and those who now carried the images to Number 4 jetty for immersion.
Anisuzzaman
was a fairly regular
visit.or in the evenings. He was an
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earnest Marxist who won more adherents by his engaging
smile and
sheer goodness than by his espousal
of the Cause.
He would often trot
out the prolix arguments of the latest
PeoPle's Age .editorial to me despite
my badinage and total indifference to
political debate or patriotic emotions.
He had dropped in that evening and,
without going through the usual opening gambit
of polite
enquiries,
said, "Pakistan
is of course an impossible demand, but so is the demand
for a.n independent
united India."
Not wanting to give him a chance
to talk politics I let it pass and asked:
"Do you think riots will break out
here ?"
"No; the forces of unity forged by
the toiling masses of both communities will defeat the plots of the reactionaries."
Finding him lapsing into jargon,
I tried to talk of other things. But
there was no keeping him away from
politics that evening. "I tell you, when Independence
comes Indian reactionaries
will drive
out Gandhiji and Nehru."
Political Soothsayer
Normally Anis did not assume the
role
f a political soothsayer.
. But
that Lvening, like a drunk distnbuting alms, he just fiung out forecasts.
"In Pakistan it will not be so," he
said.
"Will Pakistan come?"
"1 don't see how it will but then
I don't see how it won't," he said
with a fine disregard for coherence.
"But I'll tell you this. When it comes
the progressive forces will build up
a socialist State faster than in In·
dia."
"How do you figure that one out ?"
"Well, at least in the Eastern wing.
You see, the Bengalis have a tradition
of rebellion
and social den;lOcracy.
III fact we have always been differ-
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ent and rebelling.
The exploiting
classes in Bengal, entrenched
mainly
in and around Calcutta, are foreigners. The British will of course go
after independence
and, so will the
others, which will make'it
easy f01
the common people to realise their
socialist destiny."
1 was getting alarmed.
Not only
had he started sprouting the jargon,
he was also indulging in rhetoric. But
1 could not help remarking:
"How
are you sure that the Bengali Hindus
will feel a lot of enthusiasm for Pakistan, even a socialist one?"
"Once the exploiting classes go the
communal
trouble will vanish," he
said in the best PeoPle's Age editorial
manner.
"It is true," he continued,
"the Bengali Hindus with a near monopoly of wealth, education and progress for more than a hundred yem s
failed to share them with the Muslims and win their confidence.
But
never mind; blood, history, language
and environment
will tell.
Don't
worry there will be no riot in Bengal."
That was on August 16, 1946 .
. Bakhargan j was the one district in
Bengal
not
served
by railways.
Steamers and boats were the only
means of moving about and meant
slower communication.
It was not
before five or six days that the ghastly tales of the Calcutta riots spread
in the town, and anxiety and fear
gripped it. In the days that followed Anis's assurance seemed as unreal
as last week's dreams.
In ·those days
of tension and anxiety Anis started
coming daily to reassure me and to
help me keep up my spirits.
But I
think I detected a faint shamefacedness in him.
Note of Anxiety
Mercifully,
there was no trouble
in the town and we began to breathe
more freely.
But the Pujas were
coming and none could escape a feeling of apprehension.
Even the breezy
optimism of Anis took on a note of
anxiety which he did his best to conceal. "After all," pe used to repeat
with the insular ..Jride
common
to
Bakharganj' people, "Pujas and Ids
have always been joint fest.ivals here."
Now the Puja was over and I had
seen the last of the images pass peacefully by. Most of the immersions at
Number 4 jetty on the Kirtankhola
river must have been over ,by now.
Breathing a sigh of relief I felt somewhat charitable
towards the world
and was even prepared to grant Anis

that there might, alter aU, be
thing in his fai tll ill the lie
progressi ve instincts.
It had grown late and I ",a
dering whether to go out or
[or chance Bijaya visit.ors ",he
dropped in. He was at his m
sufferable
what-did-I-tell,yoll
phant mood. "Didn't I tell \0
at once started without giving
chance to bring out the sweets
earlier bought from the shop
the girls' school, "that Barisal
different ?"
"I thought you
differen t."
"Same thing.
No one, I tel
will be able to divide the Ben
A few months later I leIt
for good. For various reasons I
not correspond with Anis as fr
Iy as I wished. But the time Ih
sian to partition Bengal was an
ed and accepted, t.he correspon
had virtually
stopped.
I ha
idea how he t.ook it and j[ he
able to keep his innocence uns
Every time the Pujas come
I think of the quiet Pu ja of
and wonder if Anis still writ
hopeful poems about the boat
the Kirtankhola
and the ine\
People's Victory.
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" ... We have •.men but not money','
said the boy.
No comment from the great man.
"Will you help us ?"
Einstein got up and said, "Yes, I
will give you everything I can scrape
TARUN
CHATTERJEE
up".
The youth countered, "No, no, that
won't do. Just give us your original
civil war was raging in Spain.
manuscript
on The Electmdynamics
International
brigades
from
of Moving
Bodies, which was first
several countries made common cause
published in the 7th volume at the
with the Republicans.
They went
Annalen der Physik".
with arms. It was 1936, the year of
Highly surprised, the scientist a~1<.Hemingway's
"Straight
from' the
ed, ",,yhatever for?"
Shoulder" articles, the year of the
"We shall sell it for the $4 wil510gan "Better be widows or heroes
lion that we have been offered,"
than wives of cowards".
ventured the boy.
The anti-fascists in America orga.
Scenes from the past floated in
nized the Abraham Lincoln Brigade.
Einstein's mind. It was 1905. Einstein,
It was necessary to charter a ship
a mere youth of 26, had entered the
immediately, to buy arms and ammuoffice of the journal,
Annalen
der
nition and rush the Brigade to Spain.
Physik, with a thin notebook of only
But the young organizers found that
·30 pages. His thesis Electrodynamics
they had men but not much money.
of Moving Bodies containing the baSuddenly one of the boys said, "Let
sic postulates of the Theory of Relaus go to Einstein.
He may help us."
tivity was in it.
It was published
'A crazy fellow', thought his friends.
in the 17th volume of the journal.
No doubt Einstein hated fascism. But
Einstein managed to get out of Gerhow could he help with money? He
many without the word "Jew" brandhad lost everything to Hitler.
But
ed on his back. The Nazis wrecked
the boy insisted.
his house and their p"
's published
On his way to Princeton
the boy
his photograph with the caption "Not
felt nervous. Would Einstein care to
'yet hanged" ..
ICC him and spare his valuable
time?
Einstetin
also
remembered
th:\t
Would his secretary even take him
some ten years earlier a collector of
to the scientist?
curios, John Burgess by name, who
He pushed the gate and entered
had in his Los Angeles house a note
the small garden, rang the bell. The
by Napoleon,
some letters of Louis
secretary came out, took him into a
XIV and the first draft of a novel by
room which was the scientist's library
Hugo, had come to him for that maand asked him to wait. The boy did
nuscript offering $200,000. Einstein,
not know that it was an invariable
who was badly in need of money, had
rule in Einstein's
house to receive
every caller. He saw books and pa-. simply thrown him out.
But this time, with a twinkle in
pel's strewn all round, on the deck,
his eyes, Einstein said, "A bright idea,
on the chairs and piled up on the
my boy, but look here, I haven't got
floor. All over the place too were his
the original.
It was left in Germany.
pipes, large, small, long-stemmed,
Wouldn't
some other paper do?"
stubby, polished, rough hewn-they
Down-hearted
the visitor said, "!'T~,
lay around on the books, window-sill,
nothing else will do."
desk top, among little mounds
of
,,yhen the boy was on the point I)f
ashes. Everything
was in disorder
leaving Einstein
stopped
him and
and utter neglect.
The boy did not
said, "O.K. Come after two days."
know that the sci·entist's wife who
Einstein once told a reporter who
had done her best to keep the place
wanted to have a look at the note·
tidy, was 110 more.
book full of new ideas, "New ideas
Einstein' came-milky
white hair
my friend, are few and far between.
hanging in loose st.rands; he wore
I simply remember them."
wrinkled linen trousers, a V-sweater
The next two days the scienti3t deand a pair of sandals. From 11isemavoted assiduously to reproducing from
ciated and furrowed face a pair ot
memory his thesis. Then he said to
limpid but expressive eyes looked at
himself, 'Another field gun and anthe caller; the eyes renected an imother plane maybe.'
pression of sadness tinged with bantBut this was not the original maer. His pipe had gone out.

A Manuscript For
Spain
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nuscript.
How could he deceive the
buyer with a copy of the manuscript?
However, the cause won over hi&
conscience .
Two days later the boy came for
t.he manuscript.
The Lincoln Brigade went to Spain and threw itself
into the thick of fighting on the
banks of the J arama.
Year in and year out Einstein, the
non-political
scientist, wore an old
sweater and a leather jacket.
He
had four children, for each of whom
he could have left a million by sellling the manuscript
himself.
But
the thought never occurred to him.
Whereas
Johannes
Stark used his
Nohel Prize money to buy a China
fact.ory, Einstein had turned over all
the prize money to the needy.
He
preferred to lead a secluded existence,
"a lighthouse keeper", as he described
all theoreticians.

Reprint

The Remedy
As from the' palkee I descend
Too weary to rejoice,
At sight of my Mofussil friend
I cry with feeble voice,
Ere yet within the genial tub
I plunge my clammy brow,
"Qui hi, Mahommed,
brandy shrub;
"Belatee Pawnee Lao!"
When from Cutcherry home I spin,
Warn with the ceaseless rout
Of Mookhtars quarrelling
within,
And Omedwars without,
My servant cat.ches from afar
The mandate-"Juldee
Jao,
"Qui hi, there, brandy, Kitmutgar,
"Belatee Pawnee Lao!"
When I', a poor forsaken brute,
On fevered couch repose,
No man of medical repu te
Within a hundred coss,
One sovereign remedy I know
Whose virtues all allow:
"Qui hi, Mahommed, brandy do ;
"Bcdatee Pawnee Lao!"
(From The Dawk Bunga,Zow,
H. Broughton,
1863)
It is nece:>,sary to distinguish
be·
tween the rise in prices after devaluation and the rise in prices because
of devaluation.
Indira Gandhi
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knows the initials are
not as widely familiar as one
would wish. But to the true aficionado, that sibilant and that fricative
are the hiss and swish of the rocket
that takes him ta the farthest reaches
of man's fancy, into the blackness of
outer void, beyond the galaxies and
beyond salar systems yet to be perceived and christened.
In his survey of science-fiction,
New Maps of Hell, Kingsley Amis
observes that addiction ta the genre
occurs either at adolescence or not at
all. I have a feeling he is right, because I have yet to meet an adult
addict who didn't say he had 'been
reading the stuff for a very long time'.
In my own case it happened
around
the
age of ten,
when
my grand uncle Kuladaranjan
Ray's
splendi~ translation
of Jules Verne's
Mysterzous Is!and came out in two
yellow volumes. I was enthralled then
as I am now by Verne's power to
grip and persuade
by sheer abundance of convincing
detail.
Verne
was, of course, the pioneer, but not
the sort of pioneer that makes tentative advances into a new territory
and leaves it to posterity to do the
explo!,ing. He was prodigiously gifted with a speculative
imagination.
On top of that he was both industrious and thorough.
He wrote his
first fantasy Five Weeks in a Balloon
at the age of 35. From then on he
produced one or two such novels
every year for something like thirty
years. And in all these years, while
there were indifferent
works interspersed between striking and important ones, Verne never repeated himself thematically.
Verne realised early the pitfalls ot
this new genre; for instance,
you
couldn't afford to let the fantasy soar,
like a fairy tale, on a plane of pure
make-believe. It had to have the trappings of reality, and all manner of
pains had to be taken so that the reader didn't find himself adrift. in a sea
of speculation.
One of the devices
Ver'neused was to make the characters
part of a carefully recreated historical
event, and weave that event into
the fabric of the fantasy.
Thus the
American Civil 'W'ar t.riggers off an
escape in a balloon which lands its
OCTOBER 21, 1966

occupants
in the mysterious
island.
The Sepoy Mutiny and the Nana
Sahib are very much part of Tigers
and
Traitors,
a fantasy
laid in
India.
Around the World in Eighty
Days, though not. a science fantasy,
is nevertheless
a pretty
tall story
which encircles the globe and colours
every episode in every country with
touches
of authentic
local details.
The episode in India is particularly
rich in information
on the then newly opened Railways.
Verne read H. G. Wells and spoke
disparagingly
of his
improbable
flights of fancy.
Reading Wells to·
day, one sees the points of Verne's
objection. Wells' approach to sciencefiction was poetic and romantic, and
he had all the romantic poetic aversion to cold facts. How does the invisible man become invisible?
We
don't know, because the three fat
leather-bound
note-books which hold
his secret are with the landlord
ot
'that lit.tle inn in Port Stowe', and
he will neither part with them nor
disclose their contents.
This is how
Griffin, the Invisible
Man himself.
describes the process to his physician
friend:
'I will tell you, Kemp, sooner
or later, all the complicated
processes. We need not go :no that
now ... but the essential phase was
to place the transparent
object
whose refractive index was to be
lowered,
between
two radiating
centres of a sort of ethereal vibration, of which I will tell you more
fully later ... I wanted
two little
dynamos, and these I worked with
a cheap gas engine.
My first expe·
riment was with a wool fabric ... :

Time Machine
There are two typical Wells elements in this :a dash of scientific patter, and a modus operandi
that is
made to sound absurdly simple, and
yet is never wholly described.
Take
The Time Machine.
Here even the
scientific patter has been dispensed
with, save for a brief reference by the
Time Traveller to the theoretical possibilities of travelling in the 4th Di,mension.
The machine itself is thus
described:
The thing that the Time Tra·
veller held in his hand was a glittering II).etallic framework,
scarcely
larger than a small clock, and very
delicately made.
There was ivory
in it, and a transparent
crystalline
substance ....

'This little affair: said the Time
Traveller, resting his elbows on the
, table and pressing the hands together above the apparatuS', 'is only
a model.
It is my plan for a machine to travel through time. You
will notice that it looks singularly askew, and there is an odd
twinkling
appearance
about this
bar, as though it was in some way
unreal ... also, here is one little
white lever, and here is another:
One lever for the past and one for
the future-what
could be simpler?
Although a scientist, Wells chose, in
his science-fiction,
to skirt technology and concentrate
on the fiction.
What really fascinated him was not
the breakthrough
itself, but its aftermath.
This gave Wells a freedom
and flexibility
which Verne never
had. Verne devoted twenty-six chapters out of a total of twenty-eight of
From the Earth to the Moon to describing the making of the projectile
that was to make the first lunar trip.
Although
his mode of moon travel
will hardly do for our time, the story
at least proves that his main concern
was technology.
Throughout
his
career he kept stressing this aspect,
prognosticating
on its basis and coming up with inventions that confront
man with new sensations, new experiences, new adventures.
1£ his science
now appears
perfunctory,
his prescience does not, for he was able to
foresee, among other things, the submarine,
the helicopter,
television,
motion picture and space flight.
Today we grant both Verne and
Wells honourable
places in the hierarchy of science fiction writers. Apart
from being pioneers,
they are the
progenitors of the two main types of
science-fiction as it exists today. We
may roughly term them the Prosaic
and the Poetic.
The first uses available scientific data as a springboard,
but never lets the imagination
soar
beyond the limits of probability. The
second gives freer rein to fancy, eit.her
ignores or circumvents facts, and tries
to build conviction on a poetic plane.
Of course, there are numerous stories
where these two categories overlap,
and some of the best modern sciencefiction is being written by scientists
like Arthur Clarke and Isaac Asimov
who achieve fine prophetic flights of
fancy without losing their grip on
scientific postulates.
In

this era of rapidly

developing
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technology,
science-fiction
is inevitably undergoing transformations.
The
old staples are being replaced by new
ones, and the field is being constantly
enriched
by new breakthroughs
in
every branch of applied science. The
laser beam, computer machines, space
satellites, Androids
(which are robots
in h,uman form), suspended animation-these
are among the common
ingredients
of contemporary
sciencefictJon. The moon is now nearly out
as a field of speculation.
Invisibility
and Time Travel have been proved
scientifically unattainable,
and have
lost their status as staples.
Robots
are having a field day, but malevolent
ones are frowned upon, as hostility is
regarded
as a psychological
state
which a machine is incapable of attaining. ESP or Extra-sensory perception is coming into its own,· thanks
to recent findings, and extra-terrestrials are being fr:..eely endowed with
,

the powers of hypnosi~ and telepathy.
For the poets, the most fertile field
would seem t,o be extra-terrestrial,
to
which lack of knowledge imparts the
nebulousness necessary for the poetic
imagination
to work upon.
Even
Mars, the nearest
planet,
rema ins
clouded, both literally and metaphorically.
But, of course, the SF writ.er
hardly restricts himself to our solar
system. The field today is virtually
limitless.
But any story of human endeavour
on a familiar, terrestrial plane has to
have the backing of scientific data.
Rockets may soar out into space but
if they set out from the earth, and
if they contain human beings, there
is no ot.her way but to treat the happenings in a factual, scientific way.
But this is not necessarily an inhibiting factor.
For one thing, the
imponderables
of human behaviour

Concersation

are always there to set ol'f a~aimt tll
cold predictability
(barring accidents
of machines.
For another, for th
vast mass of lay readers, technolo
still has enough elements of fanta
in it. As long as a man himself h
not sensed weightlessness, or felt th
searing upthrust
of a rocket, or fa
thorned a fraction of the infinite com·
plexities of a giant computer, for hi
the elements of wonder ,viII persis
in clinging to the very ideas.
It is this sense of wonder that
science-fiction thrives
on, and will
continue
to do so as long as there
are men willing to dip into a tale
that will make him feel small in the
face of an expanding
universe, and
let him share the triumph and the
futility of men probing into spher
of darkness-in
space, on earth, i
an alien planet, or in his own min
and body.

With

Jean Renoir
CHIDANANDA

IhadParisto before
look twice at Semaine de
I could believe that
not only was a season of Renoir's
films on but it was running
at a
cinema called JEAN RENOIR.
In
the wake of this came the news that
the grand old man of the French
cinema, for many years now an American citizen, was in Paris at the
time.
It was 18 years since I had
met him last, in Calcutta, when he
was there to shoot The River. A
phone call produced
immediate
response and, more surprising, recognition.
The Renoir residence in Paris lies
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close to the colourful
amalgam
of
Boulevard Clichy, where religion, art,
prostitution
and tourism prosper in
peaceful co-existence
overlooked
by
the church of the Sacred Heart, and
not very far from the cinema named
after the old man.
A massive iron
gate leads into a shady, peaceful
grove at the end of which lies the
typical old house.
I had not planned an interview, and did not carry
a tape-recorder;
but as usual, Renoir
was so full of colourful
statements
flowing
ceaselessly
from his everlively mind, that I had to make notes
when I' got back. What follows here

is not a verbat.im record of the con
versation, but a rough summary wit
patches of his own vocabulary.
Inevitably,
we reminisced
abou
his days in India.
He still dreame
but had no actual plans, of makin
a film in India-a
modern film. H
had never felt surprised by India, 0
found anything mysterious.
Famil
life was very much as in old famili
in France.
What attracted him wer
the people.
'A change of landsca
is like a change of clothes; the Ian
scape in India was much less impo
tant to me than a conversation in th
street.
I aevee visited the Tal M
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hal, but I loved roaming the streets
of Old Delhi.
Human
beings are
much more fascinating
than monuments.' He was very much taken with
Manik
Banerjee's
Padma
Nadir
Majhi-'how fascinating it would be
to follow a family along the river,
with all the births and deaths and the
life. But such a film can only be
made by an Indian ... in an Indian
language.'
'What brings you to Paris, Mr Renair?' I asked.
'The film I am going to make, with
Jeanne Moreau.
It will have a 10minute essay within it on Viennese
5culpture, and the people in Vienna.
The tragic end of the Austrian Empire will be symbolised in it-symbols of change over a long period of
history ... (the film will be based on
David Garnet's Aspect Of Love') .
His mind wandered back to India.
'It was like the disappearance
of the
potter in India who was, like the
Agora in Athens, the centre of civilisation. The t.ransition in India for
film-makers is like the time of the
great Russian writers.
Think of the
Cherry Orchard:
The
process of
change is always rich for the artist
who observes.'
But Jeanne Moreau was not free
(did I detect a touch of sadness-of
the fading of his glory-in
that statement?) until January
1967. So in
the meantime this restlessly creative
brain is engaged in a book which will
be a sort of conversation
between a
director and an actress ranging over
methods, techniques, personality, priyate life-from
which the characters
will emerge.
It will have bits of
film dialogue, thoughts on how to
,hoot a scene in 'ever-widening
circles of related problems.'
His first
novel, The Noteboohs
Of Captain
George, is now being translated into
English and ot.her languages.
1 changed the subject.
'What do
you think of the Nouvelle Vague,
Cinema Verite, and all these new
labels ?
'In any art you ~tart with the religious, the primitive.
Then you acquire skill to imitate nature.
Some
early Chinese painters painted nothing but birds-they
observed the birds
10 well that finally in two or three
strokes they were able to convey the
impression of the muscles, the flight,
the spirit.
For several generations
the pupils copied the masters, and
their work shortly became the copy
of a copy of a copy of a copy. It is
OCTOBER
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at this time that you have to start all
over again, to go back to na ture.
That is what Cinema Verite is doing.'
I had just seen his Testament
of
Dr Cordelier, and was curious to
know what he thought of it, so many
years later.
'I did not consider it as a film but
as an experiment in reducing the cost
of making one.
It was shot in 10
days, with 4 to 8 cameras working at
the same time. But. I was wrong, because nobody )Vants an inexpensive
film. The film I am going to make
will cost several millions.
Therefore
it interests producers .... .Jeanne Moreau. She is a woman who dares to
be ugly. In Beverly Hills I have an
album of photographs of great prostitutes, women who have never failed

to attract.
They are all ugly. With
the liberty given to women today, it
has become too easy to be vulgar.
But every gesture of Jeanne Moreau's
is like a queen's.
You asked me a
little while ago about the magic of
creativity.
Well, this is creativity. It
is nothing but magic. At least there
is a big element of magic in it. It
cannot be all conscious.
In fact the
only thing you learn is how to create
the atmosphere,
the surroundings
in
which that magic will emerge.
Like
the farmer you find good soil, water,
manure.
Then myst.erious processes
take place.
In art the result does
not matter;
to me what is important is the process of making it.'
Eighteen years had left little mark
of. age on Renoir, least of all on his

mmd.

More Things In Shakespeare
UTPAL

DENNY
~at there listening to us
chat of how our Director snooped round to the market every morning and watched people buy tomatoes
and eggs. If he perceived they were
taking in larger stocks than seemed
necessary, it meant we were not going
over too well in the town and in the
evening we would probably receive
the surplus provision, across the footlights in the middle of a scene.
Denny stirred. "Well, you mustn't
play Shakespeare,"
he said, "that's
all."
"Why, is he a kind of hoodoo?"
said 1.
"Apart from the fact that the last
line of Macbeth invariably lands you
in the soup," said Denny, "there are
more things in Shakespeare than are
dreamt of in your philosophy. There
was this young fellah in my time-"
There was this young fellah (said
Denny) who called himself Surtees,
and our Direct.or picked him out of
somewhere, the gutters probably, because the blighter had a face. Though
it may appear unlikely to you, I was
at the time a handsome stripling. If
I had played Romeo once, I had played it. a hundred
times.
But I had
the disgusting habit of poofing myself in the last straight every time I
played it. What with all t.hat fencing and hugging Juliet and butting
into Friar Laurence's
middle,
soon

Durr
after the scene with Apothecary,
I.
got thirsty, with the terrifying result
that the last scene always lay before
me like a primeval swamp without
end. I sort of groped through.
This
cove Shakespeare always likes jazzing
things up a bit, and whenever
he
runs short of "avaunts" and bally emotions, he bungs in a fencing-bout.
Every night as I entered Capel's monument, my spine feeling like dough
and my knees like somebody else's
spare ones, Paris would attempt
to
apprehend me for a felon there. And
of course Romeo woudn't let anyone
get away with that. So the inevitable
breaks loose, yet another round
of
whacking away with swords. But as
I have told you already, at that moment in the performance
I wasn't
even guite conscious, and the balmy
bastard on the light-perch would decide to chuck in a bit of atmosphere,
which meant Paris was in darknes~
and I had the screwy spot right in my
eyes. I couldn't see a thing, not the
tip of my nose. And Paris would, as
rehearsed, make the first lunge. But
for the life of me, I woudn't know
what was going on if there were fiftyseven Parises all lunging at me with
fluorescent rapiers. So, Paris's sword
would get me somewhere between the
third and fourth ribs with a thud you
could hear from North Acton.
This
would make me shirty and I would
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let drive with a swipe that resembled
a pull-shot in cricket and catch him,
quite taken aback, below the left ear.
He would reel, but he was Scottish
and he would macmurmur
in his
ghastly lingo and come back at me
in habiliment of war. For about five
minutes, the air would be filled with
whirling steel, sweeping
arms and
Scottish
oaths, until
the Director
would be dancing the last number of
Petrouchka
in the wings, exhorting
the uncouth Scotsman to lie down and
die so that the story could go on.
Just what I was trying to tell him
myself, if he would only let me get
a word in edgeways through the torrents of Gaelic billingsgate.

Julius Caesar
This would happen
every night.
So the Director got hold of this Surtees chappie and handed me the raspberry. I wasn't shaken at all because
our next play was Julius Caesar, and
that's one damned play where the
Young Lead has nothing better than °
Octavius to do. All these important
blokes-Antony,
Cassius, Brutus and
Caesar-are
heavies.
They all seem
to be married before curtain-up,
so
that they can plunge
directly
into
murdering one another.
"Surtees got
Octavius, and'I-god
bless the mark
-either
Volumnius or Dardanius-I
forget which-you
know the lot °at
the end who are whispered at by Brutus and they just keep saying: Not
I, my lord."
They are somewhat like
Rosencrantz
and °Guildenstern,
one
can never swear who's who.
Surtees, being young, thought acting was serious business-silly
chump
that he was. He fairly seethed with
emotion, wanting to make his "mark",
as he put it. But with stuff like
Octavius you can't go very far for
the simple reason that there are not
enough lines.
I could see him jogging along on to the stage wanting to
saw the air, and then finding: there
wasn't a bally saw in his hand, and
coming back to the dressing-room
drooling like a thwarted rapist.
We who were old hands saw it
plain as the nose on Sol Feinberg's
face-storm
coming.
Hard
day's
rain a-gonna fall. When you have
Shakespeare where even the walk-on
talks poetry, and a cove like Surtees,
the result is catastrophic.
Came Act
V, before the battle of Philippi and
that mush'}' little scene where Antony,
Octavius, Brutus, Cassius and the impossible names exchange insults, and
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from my corner I could just see young
Sur tees wanting to take off. This is
Octavius's last scene and he was angling to concentrate the unsatisfied desires of the whole into it. You know
how it goes-as
Thingummy
talks
you draw your breath in, as Oojacumspiff speaks you set your face in
an immovable grin of contempt, and
then as soon as cue turns up you
burst.
Well, Sur tees burst on "defiance,
traitors, hurl we in your teeth-,"
and

as he did sO-on "teeth" preciselysaw something fly-white
and te
ble-from
him, in an are, shining'
the light, and hit an enormous la
in the front row. She screamed, an
looking at Surtees we found he n
longer had a grin. For a grin in th
English language you jolly well mu
have teeth. What Sur tees had at th
moment was a leer, a hollow, e'
leer, an emptiness in the map. H'
teeth had flow I}. out. There's Shakes.
peare for you.

Reprint

Nundolal
(Nundolal is a typical example of
D. L. Roy's satirical
genius that
won for him a permanent~ place in
BenKali literature.
We reproduce
a
translation
of it as Nundolals
have
multiplied
since the poem was WrItten.
This translation was done by Atul
Chandra Ghosh (about 1859-60) . Son
of the well-known
Girish Chandra
Ghosh of The Hindu Patriot, Atul
Chandra was a member of the judicial service, scholar, linguist and author of Deathless Ditties, a volume of
translations
of Vaishnava poems.)

Then all at once, upon a day,
A paper Nundo started;From which, in prose and verse,
abuse
In spiteful splashes darted;
While fame proclaimed, he killed
himself
With work on country's score I
Full twice as much as he did write,
He slept; and ten times more,
He ate ;-plates-full
of loochies, and
Of curry, and sweetmeats I
His friends cried,-"Bravol
Nundolal,
Your feat all records beats I"

Once on a time, brave Nundolal,
A dreadful vow did make:
His life by every means to save
For his dear counL. J s sake I
His friends, aghast, cried "Don't!
() don't I
For mercy's sake refrain 1"
"How now?" /replied he, "Must I then,
For e'er inert remain?
Ah I who will set my country free,
H I don't help her so ?"
His friends then, all in one voice,
cried,"Bravo I Bravo I Bravo 1"

Once, in his paper, Nundolal
Abused an Englishman,
Who came and simply squeezed his
neck
When he to cry began:
"Oh !-Oh I-Do let me go, I pray I
o do not kill me I Fie I
Q think, where will my country be,
If haply thus I die?Name any penance in exchangeLike trailing nose through dust,And I will do it." Then his friends
Cried,--"Splendid;
Isn't it just?"

His brother, down with cholera,
In Death's grip gasping lay;His friends bade Nundo 'tend on hIm,
lIe coolly answered-"N
ay 1I'd gladly, for my brother's sake,
Lay down my life; but 0 I
Say, what would be my country's fate.
1£ leaving her I go?
My life, I feel, 1. must preserve,
My country's cause to fight I'
So all his friends in chorus cried,"Yes, yes I We see you're right 1"

Now N undo never left his house,
For fear of accident;Wheel'd vehicles he always shunned
They topsy-turvy went;
And boats capsize and sink each year;
And railway trains collide;
And snakes and dogs and running cars
Do real dangers hide,
For those who do prefer to walk;
And so at home he lay,
And lived a wretched life. His friends
Cried,-"Long
live Nund I Hurrah I"
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The Press

The Language

Press

COMMENTATOR

THEof latest
report
Newspapers

of the Registrar
shows that the
circulation
of newspapers and periodicals in India rose to 217 lakhs in
1965 from 207 lakhs in the preceding
year.
Of this, about 63 lakhs are
accounted
for by daily newspapers.
Published summaries of the report do
not indicate
what is the share of
Indian language dailies of the total
circulation,
but it may be safely assumed that it is much larger than that
of English
dailies, for out of 525
dailies in the country, only 56 are in
English.
This assumption
will be
fiuther corroborated
by the fact that
English language publIcations
contribute only about 56 lakhs to the total
circulation
of 217 lakhs of all newspapers and periodicals published
in
India. This means that tor every buyer of an English language publication
there are nearly three buyers for a
publication
in one or another of the
Indian languages.
This trend is bound to grow with
time, and the gap between the circulation of English papers on the one
hand and Indian language papers on
the other will widen further.
This
does not mean that English papers
have reached the zenith of their prosperity and ahea.d of them lies only
tile incline of eventual
decay. For
many more years English papers may
add to ~heir circulation, and there is
no reason why they should
worry
until Hindi becomes the sale official
language
of India and chauvinism
lists knowledge and study of English
among unpatriotic activities.
But the
circulation
of Indian language newspapers will grow at a much faster
pace even if English retains its prellent primacy.
In terms of readership this gap will
be much bigger, for it is common experience that more Indian language
newspapers are shared than English
papers.
The reason is that the latter
circulate in a class of people who are
in a position to pay the daily eighteen
paise for a paper. Borrowing a newspaper from one's neighbour
is not
done in that circle; nor is it neces••ary.
But not so with Indian language newspapers i they are for a
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class to which the price of a newspaper is some amount i consequently,
a single newspaper does, at times, service for a whole block of flats.
The implications
of this growing
circulation of Indian language papers
do not appear to have been fully real·
ised yet. English newspapers
form
opinion
among the elite, but their
influence does not percolate to lowel
echelons where Indian language newspapers hold sway. The mind of the
ruling class is still almost wholly conditioned by what the English newspapers say of which the vast majority
of people may have little or no knowledge at all. This may be one of the
reasons for the growing hiatus
between the ruler and the ruled which
makes the former think that it knows
the mind of the latter.
A glaring
example of this was provided by the
Prime
Minister
herself
when she
1.. •••
med that devaluation of the rupee
had been endorsed by the people as
was evident from the editorial in a
particular
English newspaper.
This is not to suggest that Indian
language newspapers project the point
of view of the people. They do not i
that is why at times of tension mass
anger is directed more frequently
to
them than to their English counterparts.
Readers
of the former are
more involved;
they are the stricken
and therefore unable to condone.
At
present there is not much difference
between the policies of one big paper
and another, no matter in which language they may be published.
The
little that exists is in reluctant deference to the demands of the class to
which readers of Indian
language
newspapers belong.
This pressure will grow as more
people take to newspaper reading. No
doubt some of the present readers of
Indian language papers will change
over to English papers which are a
totem of the upper class. But there
will be many more among the neoliterate to swell the number of readers of Indian
language
newspapers.
Even now the circulation
of Indian
language newspapers is increasing at
a faster pace than that of English
papers.
This process w~ll accelerate,

and not merely the weight
bers but the cumulative awa
the readers of their privatio
rights will bear down upon
language newspapers.
News and View.
Few of them, however, seem
realised the severity of the
that may face them a few yean
Some thmk they can bluU th .
ers for all time by adopting
policies for news and VIews.T
their editorials they support an
pagate policies which run con
what their readers want; in Lh
columns they try to compema
betrayal, though naturally LOa
ed extent.
Others are more
they are monoliths in which
and views are all of a piece.
preach what their readers op
report what their readers know;
experience cannot be true, M
the cynical disbelief in which
paper reports are held now flo
their utter disregard by Indi
guage papers of what their
know and believe.
The su
omniscience of newspapers has
to be questioned
because of
fault.
There is a variety of reason
the circulation
of Indian la
newspapers is going up stead'
spite of this. The one-language
has to depend on a newspaper
lished in his mother tongue;
also true of families of which n
members know English. Few o(
can afford more than one daily
paper and the majority therel
in for a paper which can be r
the whole family. However, thO
not be a stable prop, for eme
of another paper in the same
guage but providing a different
of fare may erode the circulati
established papers.
In fact, thi
been one of the familiar tacr.i
new newspapers in recent years.
the first few years of their str
for survival they regard the peo
god; but their attitude
chan
their circulation moves up to h
of opulence.
Till then they giv
uneasy time to established pape
Not inclined to maintain or
to their circulation
by this me
the established
papers have .
duced a new emphasis on what
be called apolitical
news, Th
in political news and views th
nore what their readers wan
other matters they display a

ht of numlwareness of
ations and
pan Indian

,eem to have
the ordeal
years hence.
:I: their reading separate
lVs.Through
brt and pro.contrary to
in the news
pensate this
,y to a limitlore daring;
which news
ieee. They
oppose and
\ know trom
e. Much of
which newtw Hows trom
Indian lanheir readers
le supposed
~s has come
: of this dereasons why
ill language
steadil y in
nguagc man
spaper pubgue; this is
vhich not all
Few of them
e daily newstherefore go
l be read by
er, this canr emergence
e same lan'[erent kind
irculation of
act, this has
r tactics of
t years.
In
tleir struggle
,he people as
changes as
~p to heights
they give an
~d papers.
tain or add
this method,
have intron what may
IJS.
Though
.ews they igs want,
in
lay a keen-

ness to please their readers.
Featurilation of news has become common
practice resulting
in unnecessary
consumption of valuable space by inconsequential news elaborately
reported and prominently
displayed.
The traditional norms of reporting
are being discarded, and reporting is.
becoming another form of story telling in which news has a low priority.
The accent on crime stories is increasing and sports, films and lighter arts
are being allotted more space than
el'er. In their endeavour to become
mass-circulation dailies I ndian language newspapers are developing
into
tabloids; they are trying to gain popularity by serving what they believe
is the kind of fare their readers like.
In one respect, however, they are
miles apart from tabloids.
The popularity of a tabloid depends in equal
measure on the news it caters and the
I'iews it propagates.
A successful
tabloid is anti-establishment;
it is critical of the administration
even in
the hardest of times. "Publish and
be damned" is not the motto of only
one paper. But Indian
language
newspapers are modelling themselves
011 only one aspect of tabloids;
they
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are imitating the flamboyant display
and the stress on "popular" news; b t
on questions of policy they refuse to
follow tabloids and are with the establishment.
This
naturally
precludes certain
types of news and
views; as a result, the good points ot
the tabloid are wanting
in Indian
language
newspapers.
They
are
adopt,ing the worst of both worldsthe conformism of the pro-establishment papers and the preoccupation
with the trivial of the tabloid.
This
may be the reason why Indian language newspapers, in spite of their circulation and affluence, cannot hold a
candle to their English counterparts
and remain almost in all respects an
inferior sp~ies.
Relation Between Classes
No doubt this is to some extent a
product
of the relation
between
classes. The dominant
class, which
is English-knowing,
has little respect
for papers which cater for those down
below. Since they have not yet exhausted their role as opinion-maker,
their attitude colours the general assessment of Indian
language
newspapers.
But more than they Indian

language newspapers
themselves are
to blame.
They seem to be quite
satisfied with their status and do not
exert themselves [or any worthwhile
improvement
in quality.
It seems
they also take a contemptuous
view
of the class in which they sell and
think their readers want their papers
to be less serious than those in English. This may not recoil on Ind.ian
language newspapers for some time
yet, but will one day. To some extent their readers .may always have
a preference for a different kind of
news, but there is no reason why this
should go beyond what makes one
English paper different from another.
Indian
language
newspapers
need
more variety, but that does not en·
join on them to peddle inferior stuff.
Though
their editorial policies may
not change
immediately,
improvements in other directions are possible.
As long as they do not turn their attention to that and remove the qualitative difference between them and
English newspapers, they will remain
a slur upon the mentality
of their
readers who have raised them to their
present state of affluence.

.
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W is a courageous
magazine
and, pampered by the Editor, I
have, on several occasions, us~d its
space to run down famous men.
Ensconced in my perversity, I propose this week to praise an 'infamous'
affair. Will I infuriate many readers
if I say I am an 'unabashed
admirer
of the Cinese Proletarian
Cultural
Revolution,
and how m'uch I wish
our Government
could pick a few
cues from the remarkable experiment
going on in China?
There are excesses and excesses.
When a cohesive movement gathers
emotional momentum, and the youth
of the country are given a heady call
to share the glory of national strug·
gle, enthusiasm
often spills over;
precepts are sometimes sought to be
turned into grotesque practices. This
could be illustrated
by incidents
which occurred even in course of the
different phases of our own national
movements, in 1905, 1921, 1930, 1942.
Social ostracism
of those guilty ot
betraying
the movement
and those
who were suspect of siding with the
ruling
foreigners
went
to great
lengths. Up to a point, excesses of
biased reporting
have distorted
the
scale and character of the so-called
excesses in the convulsions now taking place in China.
Irrespective
of
the source of a particular news item
or its hidden import, so long as it has
conveyed a superficial impression that
the Chinese
have run amuck, our
newspapers have flashed it in banner
headlines. The Establishment
figures
here are determined
to prove it to
themselves that China is evil and that
whatever the Chinese do .must have
some vile implications.
This attitude is fatal to any type of rational
analysis.
The virus has spread quite
far. I know several examples of even
university dons who, otherwise sober·
minded, go completely gaga the moment they come across a stray sen·
tence in a book or journal implying
a mild praise of some Chinese experiment or other.
Anything laudatory
of China must be motivated;
any
statistics in support of China's economic or social progress must be a concoction.
Thirty years ago, such instant scepticism would be directed towards reports of achievements of the

Soviet Union. Even to this day, Colin
Clark, the Roman
Catholic
economist, has not deviated from his primal disbelief of Soviet statistics. Regarding China, many of our academic
men, I am afraid, have been afflicted
by a similar Colinclarkitis.
••

••

One can go back to China's experiment with the Great Leap Forward
in 1958. Admittedly,
the Leap was
not
a glowing
success.
Several
things went wrong with the work·
ing out of the inter-dependencies
between the various sectors of the
economy.
Even where
the inputs
were assured, production
in many
key sectors did not pick up at expected rates owing to lacunae in organization.
Many snide comments
have
since been made about the futility of
backyard blast ft::. .:lces. These com·
ments, however, have tended to miss
one basic point.
China has seven
hundred thousand and odd villages;
for raising cr~p output,
it will be
necessary to raise the per capita productivity of peasants in each of these
villages.
The problem is similar to
our ow.
All our community deve·
lopment and national extension services, all ollr cooperative and pan·
chayat experiments
have the hasic
objective of imparting
a. technologi.
cal hias to cultivators
dispersed
in
550,000 villages.
Till now, our at·
tempt has failed miserably, and agriculture continues
to languish.
We
have failed because our agricultural
information
system .. the way it is set
up, cannot reach down to the individual villages and the individual
cultifators.
We appoint block deve·
lopment
officers and
village-level
workers, but there is a cultural hiatus; rigidities clog the village s'tructure, and very often all sorts of social
and economic kinks affect communi·
cations between planners in the ur·
ban centres and illiterate and landless peasants in an interior village in,
say, Madhya Pradesh.
Knowledge of
technology-and
awareness
of the
production
possibilities
which such
knowledge can bring about-do
n0t
percolate into the countryside.
In
China, the Great Leap Forward, des·
pite it~ other failures, by deliberately transferring some smelting, forging

and processing operations to t
lages, at least helped
chang
environment
of t.he peasant.
nology was thrust upon him,
monotony
of a single culture
rudely pierced
through.
Aft
interval of time, this should
wholesome
effect on the pe
general
efficiency. Reports s
that, for the last three or {our
the Chinese have been able to
tain a rate of growth in agTic
of the order of 5 per cent per a
on the average.
Could it be tha
backyard steel furnaces are at
last having a rubbing.off-efIect
farm output?
••
••
I earn my living as an econ
and perhaps it is my professional
which is showing here. As with
Great Leap Forward, I would p
to explain China's present Cui
Revolution
too in terms of the
nomics of growth.
China does
have too many friends left in
world; after the ideological
with the Soviet Union, the trade
sibilities with even that country
slowly shrinking.
As a result, th
cent since 1960 has been ince sa
on self-reliance and, what is more
self-sufficiency.
If no foreign
try is going to offer you aid, or,
versely, if, for reasons of nation
curity, you are not going to so
assistance from any foreigners,
have to earn your keep, your nati
expenditure
must be budgeted wi
the limits set by the level of
national
income.
In the ext
case, where
the foreign coun
might even refuse to enter into
mal trade transactions
with you
will be necessary to produce wi
the country each and every com
dity for which your nationals ha
conceivable need. This is wha
think China is trying to accompr
along with rapid economic gro
she wants to reduce progressively
area of 'conceivable need' for
modi ties which are of foreign ori
The Cultural Revolution seems t
an integral
part of this econo
endeavour.
The
invective a~a
bourgeois ideas and attitudes h
plausible economic logic. Ideas a
people's mode of living; they
affect their preference for partic
technologies.
If the Chinese m
an att.ack on the use of cosmetics
bizarre hair styles, it is perhaps
cause, taken together with their
tiplier effects on the general stan
OCTOBER
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of Iiving, these modes generate
an
ext.ra pressure on foreign exchange or
an order
which
the country
is
unable to afford. Any trend away
[rom functional simplicity in the process of production too can have similar implications.
Sophistication
for
the sake of sophisticat.ion mayor may
not be ideologically correct-depending upon which interpretation
of
Marx and Lenin one believes inbut, from the point of view of con·
servation of foreign exchange, it is
not certainly something
which can
be approved of. An urge for sophisticated equipment, for all one knows,
may lead to an undesirable
strain
on the balance of payments; where
machines manufactured
within
the
country would do the job nearly as
efficiently, the decision
has to be
in favour
of the locally
available substitute.
The Chinese model
of growth wil1 be ruined if American
notions of so-called incen ti ve goods
ever catch on. Accumulation
based
on rigorous savings st.ill continues to
be basic to this model.
There must
be no lure of high consumption
set
before the population,
and no scope
(or any 'demonstration
effect'. The
leader class has to set the pace for a
modest st.andard of living.
No embourgeoisement of consumption
can
be permitted,
particularly
since any
such concession will invol\'e a sure
drain in foreign exchanRe.

•

•

There is one aspect of the Cultural
Revolution
which has barely been
made explicit in the despatches originating in Hong Kong or in Tokyo
or, for that matter, in Moscow. Part.
of the purpose of the mo\'emelit is
dearly to compel some of the city
slicks to go to the villages and contribute to rural development.
This
is in fact to start where the Leap Forward left ofT. If the economy is to
develop, a sizable section of the new
generation of technicians and manag-ers have to get involved in agriculture, and apply their talent
and
energy for raising farm product.ivity.
The experiment
must also embrace
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'And now that you've leamed
to
play the sitar', a journalist
asked
George (Beatle), 'what instrument w£!/
you try next?'
'I haven't lemont to
play sitar: George answered coldly.
'Ravi Shankar hasn't learnt to play
it, and he's been playing for thirtyfive years.'
furray Kempton in Spectator

1, 1966
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irrigation
and road engineers,
leachers, doctors,
nurses.
Again, the
problem is identical to ours. Despite
exhortations
on the part of Ministers
and ot.hers, and occasional threats to
hold back professional degrees, in this
country we have totally failed to persuade the you ng technologists
and
professionals to do stints in the countryside.
The Chinese are apparently
trying to use the moral fervour of the
movement to p.ut the heat on the
malingerers and. the recalcitrants.

•

*

Revolutions
are not gentlemanly
affairs. China's Cultural Revolution
must have hurt sonfe people.
The
living standards for some elements in
society are likely to have been considerable
curtailed,
with consequent
unhappiness,
commotion, one or two
stray but futile gestures of rebellion.
But what else is there to expect?
Economic development cannot be had
for nothing; it is not a painless, costless process; somebody,
somewhere
has to be squeezed if the country is
to go forward.
One can scan the
histories of Britain and t.he United
States, Japan
an<1 the Soviet Union,
or, for the matter, South Africa and
Germany:
nowhere has the process
of economic growth ever looked like
an unending cocktail pal ty. If a nation has to cut down on the use of
foreign goods, some members of the
community
have to do with less of
these gooe'
The masses use very
few foreign
goods;
the reduction
therefore has to come from out of
the living standards
of the more
affluent groups.
There is no other
way for the cookie to crumble.
•

'*'

All this may scandalise our South
of Park Street ladies and their hubbies, but history is going to overtake
them.
Mrs Indira
Gandhi
pleads
for a. revival of the spirit of the
Swadeshi, and there is no end to soap
box oration on ,the theme of a selfgenerating
economy.
But it does
not seem that we are going anywhere at all.
Administrative
controls have not helped
us.
Despite all the harshnes
of the import
licensing apparatus, our national expenditure
has continued
to exceed our national income to the extent of 3 per cent or more during the
last several years. It is to cover this
deficit that we have stooped to our
present depths:
round-the-year
begging missions to foreign
countries,
agreeing to devaluation,
progressive

erosion of political
and economic
sovereignties.
Never mind the tall
talk about import substitution
and
export. promotIon,
never mind the
seasonal bragging about self-sufficiency and learning to stand on one's legs,
the gap between our expenditure
and
our earnings has stayed put from
year to year.
It may seem surprising that we are
prepared t,o write off our independence because of our inability to curb
expenditure
by a mere 3 per cent
equivalent
of national
income.
No
calamity should really befall this nation if total expenditure
is scaled
down by 3 per cent. We need not
disturb by even one paisa our outlay
on defence and development projects.
The entire cut can come out of the
consumption
of the top 10 per cent
of the community,
who appropriate
roughly one-third
of t.he aggregate
national income, or of the top 5 per
cent, enjoying one-fifth of the national income.
If only this section
of the
community-two-and-a-half
crores of people at the apex-businessmen, rich peasants, political lea·
del'S, affluent universi ty professors,
lawyers and doctors-agree
to reduce
their expenditure
by 10 to 15 per
cent across-the-board,
we will be able
to balance
our national
accounts,
and extricate ourselves from the ignominy of external dependence.
But ours is not a totalitarian
communist despotism like China's; we are
not led by a raving maniac like Mao
Tse-tung.
The world's largest democracy cannot permit such obscenities
as a restriction
in the standard of
living of the top 5 or ] 0 per cent.
After all, it is this fractile who constitutes the ruling
hegemony.
How
dare anybody suggest that these people do without
their golf tees and
bouffant.
hair-do's,
their
Bloody
Marys and Manhattans,
their nylonterricot.s and Bobby Darin discs, their
copies of slick American
magazines
and slicker, sex-laden paperbacks ... ?
China can have her Cultural Revolution;
our values are differentwe choose slavery.

The demand fOT images of goddess
Durga has incTeased this year.
The
general atmosPhere in the country is
peaceful, hence congenial
for this
grand autumn festival.
- Report in Hindusthan
Standard
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Beyond

The Pepsi
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ROBERT

(Bits and Pieces on the restless
I'outlt movement in tlte U.S. have appeared in the Indian
Press. What
are its characteristics
and its goals
and how does it differ from the "Old
Left" movement
in the U.S. in the
t/lirties? The author of this article,
a graduate student in an American
Illliversity who has extensive
firsthand knowledge of the youth movement in the U.S. tries to answer these
questions, and in the process, Presents
Ill! analysis of the "New
Left" move//lent in the U.S.)
EUGENE
Genovese, writing
in
the National Guardian, states:
If we are to project theoretically
the transformation
of a society that
breeds war and poverty into one
that breeds peace and plenty, we
shall have to face some hard facts:
There will have to be leadership
and even technical elites to run a
complex industrial and social ma-

Generation

GUNER

chine: parents are still going to
have to discipline
their children,
whose rights to self-expression will
still have to have definite limits set
by others. .. .
}
And later in tire same article, in
associating this transformation
with
the New Left, he finds that:
These movements
have accomplished much, but their future depends on their ability to avoid
frustration
and piecemeal, energywasting activities. The way out remains a viable political movement
and a broad-based
radical party
capable of giving ideological
leadership so that each local rights or
peace worker sees his efforts as. part
of a long-term struggle for natIOnal
reconstruction.
As Genovese and others would have
us believe, the apathetic
fifties of
student
apologists
and professional
face-savers have given way to a new
social phenomenon
popularly known
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<I'i tbe :\ ew tetl.
This wcial movement has been given great acknowledgement by the mass media and the
popular
literature
and
has been
largely ignored by the professional
jqurnals.
Eugene Genovese sees this
movement as part of the Old Left,
wan ting to achieve simliar objectives
such as a socialist state but lacking
sufficient
ideological
drive
and
"party" discipline to make their attempts successful. Richard Armstrong,
writing
in the Saturday
Evening
Post, associates the
T ew Left
with
O?'ganised radical
student
political
groups
equipped
with
ideologies,
programmes,
and ~sprit de corps.
Andrew Kopland, reporting [rom the
National
Coordinating
Committee
Congress, held in Washington
during
the protest of fall, 1965, finds little
if any coordination
and much sectarian bickering as long characteristic
of Old Left movements
during the
thirties and forties.
Kopland, however, as well as others
finds other characteristic
of the New
Left which are quite difTerent from
those of the Old Left. One o( these
is a Jesser emphasis on ideo1og) than
on commitllJent
to values.
Irving
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NOW
Kristol, wntJng in Atlantic, sees students participating
in the New Left
bccause they are bored with the establishment
and with what awaits
them in terms of jobs and societal
commitments.
He characterizes them
as being
anti-organizational
while
attempting
to engage in "participatory democracy" or direct democracy,
whose inefficiency is sacrificed to the
cry of revolution
for its own sake.
This process is similar
to that of
their peers in the academic
ivory
tower who hide behind the facade of
knowledge for knowledge's
sake, except that the New Left is open in its
proclamation.
Michael
Miller,
in
Letter
from
the Berkeley
Underground, comes to the same general
conclusion
as Krista!.
He would,
however, add that it is not only revolution for itself alone, but also association, with most emphasis given to
the latter.
The promise of association, then, is a unifying factor for the
New Left.
These
various
interpretatio,ns
of
the New Left can be attributed
to a
lack of consensus within the New Left
as to the rationale for its existence.
These interpretations
might also be
attributed
to the superficiality
with
which this movement is often viewed.

Is the New Left merely an extension
of the Old Left in a new situation?
Is the New Left symptomatic 01 something more than its slogans or its
protests?
Does the New Left symbolize youth in the sixties?
If so,
what are the implications
for American society
in general?
Finally,
paraphrasing
Paul Goodman, an acknowledged representative
of the New
Left, we can ask, does the New Le1t
have a purpose?
To answer these
questions, I will use Goodman as an
"ideal"
representative
of the New
Left. Through
this example,
the
effect of the movement will be judged
and its success measured.
No Overall Programme
During
the 1930's, the Old Left
dealt with ideologies:
socialist, communist, fascist, and capitalist. Actions
were taken on the basis of overall
goals related to these ideologies.
In
short, the Old Left represented
a
political perspective.
The New Left,
on the other hand, as exemplified by
Goodman, does not represent a particular political or ideological perspective, rather it represents
a certain
morality.
It is almost a religious
belief characterized
in words such as
justice, peace, and equality which the

membcrs of th is "sect" u,e
indignation 0\ cr specific i
they can directly relate t
consequences of, and become
with.
The individual of
Left finds himself caught u
ous movements designed to
specific problems such as ci
and Vietnam.
Thcre is
programme
or organization
tha t all grou ps use the same
This basic difference bet
New Left and the Old can
as a consequence of the re
the times.
During the De
the problems were related
things as getting' enough to
ing a job, and equalizing t
mic situation in terms of th
tween the rich and the p
issue became one of finding
nomic s) stem which could
these things and could satisfy
nomic wants of the common
not . immediately,
then for
generations.
In the Old Left philosop
individual
was subservient
systlem-the
State and soci
was not really concerned wi
taining his individuality
but
with maintaining
his econ
dependence by achicving an e
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standard 01 living.
He saw no contradiction
between
these modes of
action in that, at least ideally, with
a higher standard of Jiving, one is
able to work with and for the State
and still maintain
one's sense of individuality by contributing
what olle
has to give in the hope of a better life
lor all. Of course, on the practical.
level, this quest for individuality
did
not weigh greatly in the scheme and
was su bservien t to ideological discipline and conformity.
The New Left is founded
on an
entirely
different
social
scheme.
There
is no Depression.
In fact,
there is just the opposite for mos of
those directly associated with the New
Left
movements.
The
economic
situation is one of abundance and the
system
is functioning
adequately.
The st.ability of the economy and increasingly liberal legislation has led
to a basic satisfaction with the form
of government, although some minor
changes are urged. Instead, the New
Left is characterized
by a "revolt
against. the success, rather than the
collapse
of the system,"
as seen
by Michael
Harrington
in
the
Atlantic.
Members of the New Left
are caught up with a'search for meaning in face of the absurdities
they
see around them.
They see economic plenty and full employment,
but
the employment
that is offered and
the goods produced by the economy
do not satisfy or give meaning.
They
see themsehes
manipulated
by the
mass media and the all-encompassing
middle class, leavi ng no room for individual expression.
They are supposed to believe headlines and su bscribe to views out of touch with
"their"
situation,
to problems that
arc not real, to a mass medium that
tells them which way to think and
feel on a given issue. They are supposed to find meaning in universities
that split the ideal and the real into
incompatible
parts and universities
tllat often fail to defend their right
to connect the two. They arc supposed to find individuality
in su burbia,
in the kidney-shaped
swimming pool, in the two-car garage, and
in the 10 o'clock coffee break.
But
they cannot. What has happened
is
that the
ew Left is often characterized by what it 109ks like and not by
what it says. The mass media see the
question of individuality
as being
resolved by dressing differently rather
than recognizing that the question is
resolved by what one is or what one

40

conl.ributes to the group.
Members
of the New Left, are, however, bored
both with the fatalism of the systenl
and with the success of onq~ radical
groups, for traditional
success is no
longer im port.an t.
Freedom To Act
This inability
to achieve success
within traditional society and to view
society as a responsible
body has
brought on a depressed state in the
individual that, while being pessimistic in its outlook, almost nihilistic in
r,ome cases, allows members of the
New Left freedom to dissociate themselves from the system and its inhibitions. It is a freedo~ to act and explore new situations and experiences,
find a new identity, and cope with
"real" problems.
By becom1l1g free
to choose one's own deeds, values,
and associations,
one becomes responsible for these values and associations, for they are all that one is.
One then replaces allegiance to the
"system" with allegiance to the s·elf.
This freedom can also be contrasted
to the freedom members of the New
Left see existing in American society
-freedom
from acting, not freedom
[0 act, a negative
freedom which is
reflected in the disuse of rights that
supposedly
are inalienable
if democratic decisions are to take place.
Members of the New Left are therefore rebelling
against
their death
within
the traditional
system, and
in essence, the v have killed God, tradi ti"Onal society, for their rebellion is
a positive action against "nothingness." As in Par Lagerkvist's novel,
they are "pilgrims at sea" floating On
an indifferent societv, in fact. an inLlifferent world, a ~orld willing to
end its existence through atomic warfare. These pilgrims are searching
for a "holy land" that. does not exist,
a God that is not real and never has
been. Yet this does not matter. For
we see that, with no material st.andard
left to claim as their sense of achievement or worthwhileness,
the members
of the lew Left must turn to nonmaterial problems and solutions or
to human relationships
and associations as ends in themselves.
By viewing the New Left in this
way, the civil rights movement,
the
peace movement, and movements to
legalise homosexuality
and dope become efforts to seek meaning through
interpersonal
and personal communication within the movements themsel \les. The variety of efforts under-

taken uy the ;"'ew Left emp
the continuous
search anti the
of an overall programme withi
movement.
An overall framew
not necessary because the 1110\
is based upon an a ttem p[ to co
grips with the WOI ld ~ituation
gh· relationships
with others.
bureaucracy is not needed, lor su
organization
does not tit the p
by which the movement operates,
are leaders required, even chari~
ones-a
factor that perhaps ad
the powerless nature of the ew
The movements of the left are
of the process of finding mea
The end is to negate the absu
and meaninglessness
that mcm
()f the New Left feel.
The m
ment does not seek total pass
or total permanence
as the 10\
Camus' The Rebel, for its rebelli
not designed to possess 91' to en
the relationships in the movemcn
in constant and self-fulfilling
lion. It is not enough for those
in the movement
to establish
relationships on the basis of a ra
al understanding,
for rational u
standing is "dry" and lends itse
the very permanence
and fat
that members of the New Left
to avoid.
The relationships mu
based 0,11 emotional
understan
participation,
and involvement.
could even be argued that, sh
the effort to obtain full equality
the Negro succeed, the man
would objectively lose one of its p
1ationalizations
for existing, and
Negro would lind himself in the
position
as his middle-class
sympathiLers-looking
for a jllst
lion to go on existing anu rebel
But, as we have seen, thi~ ju.u
tion is only superficial.)
Society, too, must take some of
responsibility
for the failure of
movement.
By failing to reco
the claims of the New Left as I
mate, often illegitimating
it by
ching communist labels and bv 1
ing to accept respousibility
[or
causes of the movement (that so
rather than the individual mal
fault), the community has aggl'<l\
the movement 'by giving it a
of force and purpose it could n
have had otherwise. Bul lhe pa
is that one has a disenfranc
group thriving within the boun
a recalcitrant society which segre
it, thus reflecting society's own i
lity to cope with a changing situ
and perhaps a" inability or a fe

recognizing the decadence
institutions.
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Alienation
[here is another factor which differentiates the Old Left from the New
and underlies r.he human relationhips which the New Left is attempting to maintain.
This is the {actor
ol alienation.
By alienation,
I am
referring to a situation in which an
individual identifies with a group, its
goals, or its means to achieve goals
whilebeing rebuked by or llnsar.isfied
with this same group.
This concept
not only refers to individuals,
but
allo to groups identifying with other
groups or with the goals and actions
01 society in general.
The Old Left
sed this concept to explain a workr's estrangement from the Lools and
roducts of his labour.
Since labour
no longer important, and since the
ell' Left has been unable to come
p with a substitute ideology, it dees itself as being alienated
{rom
e goals and values of society per se,
d organized group behaviour
in
rticular.
While
tiring
of the
pty "liberal" rhetoric, o[ working
Ithin the traditional value and legal
Ilcture of parental and institutionhypocrisy, it has come to question
in turn to reject the basic asmptions that society has taken for
nted. Paul Goodman exemplifies
e two types of alienation
and
IS represents
the alienation
that
man o[ the New Left feels.
Goodman sees problems
which
d to be solved;
for exam• the parking situation
in New
k. The solutions he proposes,
'eler, are so obvious and simple
t people reject them as being utn. But Goodman
feels that
pie do not actually want to solve
problems that plague them bepeople have lost contact with
it)'. They speak at each other,
to each other. And they are conally "putting each other on" with
bols that [ail to say what is really
ng place.
Consequently,
in atting to come to grips with the
world, Goodman
finds himseU
ide the group.
e student of the. lew Left can
y finrl himself in the same situ aas Goodman, standing outside
nhersity and society, [or he finds
tus discrepancy
between
his
ledge of the world and his abio implement his knowledge in
g the world's problems; society

fails to recognize his o[ten "controversial" solutions.
However, even if
society deserts the individual,
the
alienated person will not find another
group to relate to. Superficially,
it
would appear
that Goodman
has
found this group in or among the
New Left, especially since the New
Left has attempted
to come to grips
with the problem of interpersonal
relaLions.
But, as was demonstrated
above, the Jew Left has no overall
programme with which to implement
its moral ideals.
Its "actions" take
the form of demonstrations
of protest
against what it [eels to be wrong.
Having
no encompassing
goal or
ideology, the movement lacks unified
organization,
planning,
and
consequently, power.
One could almo~t
say that it does not want these things

because success is not important,
at
least not important
enough to compromise oneself for. And success destroys the revolution.
Consequently,
it cannot offer a type programme
that has much o[ a chance of being
implemented
and so must find rewards for its efforts in the process
of protesting
per se with the only
"victory"
possible being a "moral"
one, as in a football game against
impossible odds.
In fact. the programme of the New Left has in many
cases heen reduced to the simple act
of saying no. No, 1 will not cooperate.
This, as Sartre pointed out in
his discussion of the French underground, is the last existentially
affirming position one may take while
still remaining alive as an individwil.
\Ve see, then, that if one is commitJ
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NOW
tcd to onc's ideas about solving certain problems, it is almost impossible
to implement these ideas through the
vehiclc of the New Left and reduce
one's feeling of alienation and status
incongruity.
Goodman and members
of the New Left are alienated
not
only [rom society because they cannot participate
in (,he solution of its
problems but [rom the New Left as
a political movement because of its
inability
to implement
changes in
society and therefore make their solutions practical and possible.
This
results in another type of alienation,
for Goodman finds that he is alienated from himself, from all thilt he
stands for in his relationships
with
others.
He finds that he cannot relate to those he would save. This is
particularly
brought out in his works
of fiction.
Here one finds that the
main emphasis is on emotional relationships.
Knowledge or intellectual
concern becomes relegated to a search
[or the foundation
of these relationships. The utopian label has had its
effect on Goodman's
attitude toward
the very problems he raises and attempts to deal with, and it has had
a similar effect upon the New Left
itself.
As Goodman
writes of the
in tellectual :
He is angry with the world because it does not allow his earnest
intellectual concern to become concrete in tangible effects; and he is
angry with himself
because his
tangible desires do not really enlist
his intellectual conccrn .... An emotion is not merely a state of the
organism but is a relation between
the state of the organism and something in the environment.
(From
Nature and Types, and Utopi'an
Essays and practical P1·opoSG!ls).

"Holy Land"
If a person is unable
to relate
to those he wishes to "save", he
is unable to relate
emotionally
toothers and becomes alienated from
the very things which were important to him in the first place.
He
seeks salvation in the '-"holy land," to
atone for this crime and for the
world's injustices which he can do
nothing about.
In relegating his intellectual
concerns
to a secondary
position in his attempt to relate to
members of the New Left, these intellectual concerns become mea'ns to
an unknown
end that has little
chance of being realized.
In essence, Goodman's
crisis in
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identity can be viewcd as an ilMbility
to hold on to or attach himself to any
system or group which is stable, and
therefore he must continuously search
out new' means through
essentially
unstable
relationships.
This inability to form stable relationships manirests itself in his own notion of the
relationship
between work, art, and
self, as revealed in UtoPian Essa)'s
and Practical Proposals:
The art need that becomes evident is not so much a thwarted ]ife
that the work fulfills, nor a scattered self that the work reintegrat.es,
but a phase of life wrecked that the
work mourns for and memorializes.
As his work is not able to reintegrate his self Or bring it out of its
state of alienation,
we find that this
self mourns its past and attempts to
rebuild it, even though it knows that
it cannot.
The self acts in an existential sense, without hope, but it
acts in the only way it can. For the
average member of the New Left,
work or art becomes an act of protcst,
and this work mourns the lack of
equality and justice or a time when
,these
things
supposedly
existed.
Again, the self acts in an existential
sense, for success is not the most important
thing and is not really expected to be achieved.
Goodman's
deep interest in youth
springs from this attempt
to relive
his life in a meaningful
way. In
Mailing Do, Goodman
describes a
professor
of education
and urban
planning
who spends his life going
from school to school as a participant
on committees whose function is to
discuss the problems of youth.
The
professor is a homosexual, and when
a youth ,cries out from the audience
that he needs help, the professor finds
that the only way he can help the
youth is to have an affair with him.
The truly sad thing is that this never
does any good. It is not a solution,
only a compromise.
One compromises in order to remain alive. In
not being able to answer the -youth's
cry for help, Goodman recognizes, I
believe, that he has failed and that
his arbitrary
utopianism
does not
really cope with the existing problem
of man today-the
problem of alienation.
One who is alienat.ed and has
found no solution can never integrate
the self of another into a meaningful
existence if that self is suffering from
the same malady.
If, as many say,
the pm'pose of art is to re-create or
re-integrate the self of the artist into

a ll1caningflllrclationship.
(hcn
man and the Ncw Lclt ha\c
in ••heir arlo HowC\cr, if the p
of art is to objecti fy the prohlem
the artist feels, thcn G(hHlman
the New Left have slineeded,
thcy know why they arc aliena
For the Old Left, the 1l1cam0
cess were group disciplinc and
nization, ideology, and planning
goal was economic equality. For
New Left, the means are anal'
political protest, disaffiliation wit
esta blisbmen ts, bureaucracies,
nized groups and ideologies; the
is doing what one wants in the
that through association with 0
one can feel meaningful.
Fringe Benefits
[t can be argued that thi~ i
pretation
of the New Left ap
not only to this movement, butt
moverhents
of "non-radical" y
The lack o[ desire to succeed is .
-cated by the willingness of the y
of the sixties to settle (or fringe
fits as the most important tbing a
one's job and the willingness to
college as a game to be played fo
extra-curricular
activities such as
ties and sporting events. They
to be where the action is, and i
not in the traditional
curricul
They
want to belong to the
crowd;"
moreover, they want to
late emotionally to others in a w
that is too satisfying,
boring,
without meaning.
The New Left has done more t
shock the sensitive, the old, and
esta blishmen t. It has called for
change in the goals of society,
change from material success to e
tional success, [rom conforming to
lating;
it has bridged the gap
tween the ideal and the real w
of value commitment.
This cha
calls for a new non-material consu
tion ethic, one which cannot
bought but mllst be learned and
luatcd existentially.
It is in this
the real purpose and sllccess of
New Left lie. Those who feel
the ranks of the New Left will fo
a third political party or a via
peace platform miss the point of
movement and the essential con
diction that this would bring ab
For the formation of a party, eve
it were to succeed, would bring a
the collapse rather than the sue
of the revolution.
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Demographers'
Distractions
ASOK

So demography
far as the

"

l\IITRA

young science of
goes in this country, trained scholars have done rather
well and can look forward to doing
more.
They would
do honour
to
any' country.
But it is possible that
the concentration
of official· research
funds on the theme of family planning may even wean trained demographers away from their legitimate
disciplines
to provide
so-called research support
to what really are
operational,
administrative
or logistic
decisions.
'Jlhi's writer cannot but feel disturbed when our demographers
are
invited
to undertake
work which
really belongs to medical researchers,
biostatisticians
and social psychologists. Expecting- one tribe to usurp
the functions of others seems, for our
country at least, bad economy and
wasteful
utilisation
of scarce resources.
Well-thought-out
multi-disciplinary research, in which the demographer is asked to work alongside
the medical scientist, the social psychologist, the public health worker
or the urban researcher
is • .another
matter, which should be wholly welcome to all. But when in the December 1965 issue (No. 18) of the Demographic Training
and Research Center's (Chembur) Newsletter one finds
'Family
Planning
Communication
Action
Research
Project'
enjoying
pride of place in reporting over eight
legitimate demographic
projects, one
cannot help feeling a little apprehensive; the more so when one finds in
the same bulletin that the only seminar to be conducted in that year at
the Centre was the one devoted
to
physiological factors affecting fertility
and another organiseq by the Gokhale
School in Poona
was devoted
to
sterilization.
Of course every scholar has an inalienable right to venture forth and
make good in another
discipline.
ABC or XYZ has all the right to investigate medical, therapeutical,
motivational or sttitudinal
problems but
that does not necessarily
take away
from the fact that ABC or XYZ is
perhaps not at his or her best when
conducting
attitude surveys and one
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would be happier to see them developing other fields of research with
which they are more familiar.
In 1954 the U.N. Expert
Commit.tee mentioned
50 areas which
suffered from gaps in demographic
knowledge
and research.
Of these,
11 related to basic data, bibliography,
theory and analysis and 27 related to
research
on underdeveloped
areas.
Of the latter, two related to the t.ypes
of approach to the study of the interrelationships
of population,
economic and social change, to the study
of mortality and fertility
(including
No. 31-studies
of the technology of
family planning
and of the motivation for its application),
eight to
studies of population
in its economic
roles as producers and consumers, five
to studies of other aspects of the
interrelationshi p of population
wi th
economic and some factors, two to
migration and two to studies of problems of economic and social change.
Control of population
is certainly
one of the most important and crucial
variables
in economic
and social
change in India but it would be a
pity ii: other area~ of demographic
study and research such as have just
been mentioned
were not simultaneo.usly strengthened
to pose questIOns and attempt
answers relating
India's
population
to problems
of
economic and social change.
One
feels t?at although research in family
plannmg has not yet succeeded in receiving proper attention,
the signs
are that other areas will receive stil[
less attention.
After all, the salvation of India ultimately
lies in the
economic solution, of which family
planning
is certainly one part, but
demographic research can be of much
help in focussing attention
on the
other components
of the economic
solution.
Family planning can show
substantial
economic
results
only
after about twenty years.
But what
happens in the meantime without an
ec~nomic solution
of the demographIC problems of education, employment, migration, spatial distribution
and so on. It is important to continue
to research on the demographic
aspects ?f social and economic change
m thIS country
while striving
to
reduce Indian fertility.
More cohesion ~nd unity of approach
among
teachmg
and research
institutions
and scholars seem desirable in this
direction
where demographers
can
help in a variety of ways.

Census Data
It has not yet been possible
the universities, the D.T.R.C. (D
graphic
Training
and
Res
Centre),
the LS.I. (Indian S
tical Institute)
and the C.F.
(Central Family Planning Institu
to come together
to discuss
decide on syllabuses and on com
and social areas of study. Except
three institutions
or perhaps four.
do not know of others where a
search scholar can expect compet
guidance for Ph.D. work in de
graphy.
No institution
really
sesses arrangements
for systema
study and analysis -r>c basic da
particularly census and vital statis
data.' It is astonishing how little
known about the variety and fa
of census data in India and it is
more astonishing
how little ent
siasm exists in exploring or analys'
it.
Surely analysis of census d
must constitute one of the staple
Ph. D work in the universities as
does in most other countries. Isn't
import.ant
that trained
econom'
sociologists-, geographers and seho

\~
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~i!l:erent.disciplines should try to
tch theIr own fields with what
lOgraph.ic. d~ta. have to offer by
I of bl-<!JSCIphnary studies?
AI·
ollghthe census monograph
prot has fortunately been able to inest university scholars in several
pectsof the 1951 and 1961 censuses
mutual advantage, this has coverno more than a fringe of the unirsewhich remains to be explored.
Multidisciplinary
studies
are of
urse a much more difficult affair
t here, too, much ground cries out
ro be broken.
The air is full of
IUfveys,but one would
not be
SUilty of much
exaggeration
if
one ventured' to say that few of
theschedules so far, not excluding
tho:eused by the N .5.5., 'are really
~eslgned.to yield directly meaningful
m{ormatlOn on demographic
subJects,which co~ld be rrofitably used
lor resurveys rn a tIme senes to
followup'a given initial population.
Fe~of the city surveys have distin-'
IUlshed themselves for their tabularionsand rigour of analysis. The importance of resurveys
of sample
families or sample areas for measuring'demographic, social and economic
change has yet to be appreciated.
One feels the great
need of a
Itries of searching
seminars which
wi!1help evol,:e competent questionDaIreS,t~bulat~on plans a~d analytical matnces, rn undertakrng
which
we should have no hesitation
in
asking for competent
advice and
collaboration . from abroad, for the
iimple rea~on that we do not .pgssess
enough skIll and knowledge in this
field,although there is no dearth of
talent which can follow up and
profit by such collaborative exercises.
Untrained Investigations
One may well wonder
whether
much of what now asses for family
planning research really concerns the
demographer at all and not the
medical scien tist or bio-statistician
or
iOcial psychol.ogist.
K.G. Krishnamurthy's survey
of Research
on
Fan;ily Planning in India shows how
Attitude Surveys have proliferated
th~ough hurriedly designed questionnaIr~s and untrained
investigations
anxIOus to make the grade and how
very few of the reports would bear
even casual scrutiny either in methodology or in analysis.
Nor do the
r~sults alw~y.s make the family plannmg admlllIstrator
any the wiser.
On the other hand one still wonders

why demographers
were not extensively consulted when the Ministry of
Health decided on a radical chaJ;1ge
in policy in the Third Plan Period
from the clinic approach
to the
motivation
approach.
Family planning controls large funds and there
can be no two opinions that large
sums of money need to be spent on
research of various kinds.
The Programme Evaluation
Organisation
of
the Planning
Commission
produced
a valuable report in March, 1965,
which has not yet been published.
This report pleaded for independent
evaluation and research setups which
would have other functions than to
be called upon merely to endorse
administrative
policies already contemplated
or launched.
It seems
desirable
to publish
this report as
well as the U.N. Report as they contain very useful suggestions on how
independent
assessment
of family
planning
work should be organised
and how such assessment could be of
real value to the Planning
Commission and the Ministry of Family
Planning.
It seems important
to distinguish
between
t.he objectives
of
institutions
like the C.F.P.I. which
are intended to give operational
support and those like the D.T.R.C.,
Chembur, which are expected to test
their working
and give a second
opinion..
There are many areas in
Family
Planning
Administration
which belong to Administration
proper, for example,
the setting
of
regional and locality-wise targets, the
taking
of administrative
decisions,
the laying on of the logistics of
supplies for which the assistance not
of trained demographers
but of competent statisticians,
medical persons,
social scientists and administrators
is
all tha t is necessary.
It seems important
that
the Planning
Commission should have the benefit of an
independent
body of experts like the
RPC to go into the whole range of
demographic
and family planning
research
and recommend
judicious
patterns of grants with the object of
striking a balance between research
in diverse fields in which demographers can work jointly with others
on problems of social -and economic
change on the one hand and research
in family planning
on the other.
One wonders why the Demographic
Advisory Committee itself should not
o~erate as Research Programme CommIttee
unper
the Planning
Commission to enable it to secure a better

grip an~ .coordination
of demographiC tr~rnrng ~nd research. This may
be deslIable 'm mbre respects than
one, because even as on the one hand
pe?p.le are anxious that the gaps in
e?ostmg 1 now ledge between populatIOn .tl:ends and economic and social
condItIOns be bridged
by research
o~ t~e. ?ther
medical
scientists:
blOstatIStlClans and social scientists
must be equally anxious that medical
probl~ms, attitude
and motivational
rnvestlgation
be placed in competent
and specially. trained· hands.
And,
fin~lly, .f~w WIll perhaps disagree that
UOlversltles should be more and mOre
called upon and assisted to concern
t~emselves with these areas, while in
lIke. the Central
Family
Planning
I.nstlt~te or Relational
Institute
of
SituatIOns enjoying direct patronage
H~alth ~dministration
and Education
might .lIke to concern themselves with
oper~tlOnal
~raining
and
logistic
solutIOns, deSIgned directly to help
the administrative
effort.
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New Light On TheVery Earliest
In Indian History
GROON

OF

all th.e ancient civilizations the
chronology of earliest India is
still the most obscure.
No correlation is still possible between the kinglists and "histories" as given in the
Puranas, the glimpses of history in
the Vedas, ethnology, and archaeology. Much more digging has to be
done and the Indus script deciphered before such a correlation becomes
possible.
For instance, we have no
archaeological evidence about Rama
at all. Perhaps huge mounds like
those at Nimsar and jhusi, situated
in the ancient
N aimisaranya
and
near Pratisthan,
respectively, might
. yield
valuable
clues.
Similarly,
Mohenjo-Daro
in Pakistan,
where
further digging is not possible as the
liite is covered by a mosque.
.
In this uncertainty the radio-carbbon method of deciding dates gives a

GHOSH

sheet-anchor.
This method was introduced in IJl49. Its essence is the
calculation
of the residual radioactive carbon content of ancient organic material, and thereby deducing
the time-interval since the 'death' of
that
material.
By this
method
periods up to 40,000 years ago can
be calculated.
From 1962 the Tata
Institute of Fundamental
Research
at Bombay has also been doing C-14
tests. C-14 dating in India, therefore, is stilI in its infancy, but it .tas
yielded valuable results.
For periods
earlier than 40,000 years, the older
archaeological
methods, like litratigraphy, have to be used .
About 40-50,000 years ago, we had,
broadly speaking, two types of Old
Stone Age culture in India .. In the
north-west, in what was the undivided Punjab, we have the Soan chopper

tool culture, with Far Ea~tern
South-East Asian affinities. In S
India, on the other hand, there is
hand-axe tradition, whose proven
seems to be the Oldowan of
Africa, which again stemmed au
the Kafuan pebble tool industry
Uganda.
The Indian
Ocean
then, in the words of Marti
Wheeler, a "culture pool", Africa
one side and India on the other.
This continued
till about
B.C., when we enter into the
advanced microlithic
or mesoli
age. Like the Old Stone Age pe.
the bearers of this culture were
food-gatherers
and
hunters.
their tools, made of small pieces
stone-microliths, were more advan
and more effective. For inst
microlith
arrow-heads,
burins
These microliths have' been faun
many places in India.
Chert
Chalcedony
tools from the U
Godavari and Pravera Valleys in
Deccan and Nevasa in the Nar
Valley; in Khandivli; in the
Coast,
Saurashtra,
West Paki
(Karachi), the Deccan, Tirunel
Andhra, the Mahanadi Valley,
gapur in West Bengal, and so on.
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remarkable feature of these Indian
microliths is that the technical level
was poor, right up to the 3rd century
B.C. Perhaps this was due to the
absence of true flint and obsidian.
At any rate, one of the early investigators, Col K.R.U. Todd, found that
the earlier West coast microliths had
more forms, while the later inland
ones were restricted to lunates, blades
and cores only. The blades in the
Baluchi hills were rarely re-touched.
Col D. H. Gordon
examined
1758
samples and found
that only 104
were re-touched.
All this seems to
point to a West Asian and NorthEast African origin for Indian microlithic indusLries and deterioration
in
India with the passage of time. This
supposition
about
the origin
is
strengthened by H. D. Sankalia's wellknown work in Langhnaj in Gujerat
where the human remains have been
classified as dolichocephalic,
with
Hamitic affinities.

Stone-axe Cultures
From about 1000 B.C. two distinct
type of stone-axe
culture
can be
found. Near about Bellary, at Brahmagiri and at Sanganakallu,
Morti·
mer Wheeler and Subba Rao respectively found a chalcolithic
culture,
with pointed-butt
axes and crude
rrUcrohths. Pottery, of a rough kind,
was found, but was rare. There were
also sera ps of copper and bronze. By
about 500-0.B.C.,
the Brahmagiri
axe-culture had penetrated
to the
Gaya District,
where
pointed-butt
axes have been found at Sonepur.
Another type of mesolithic culture,
found in the North-East,
the culture of the stone-shouldered
hoes. has
been studied by Ahmad Hasan Dani.
These are found in Assam, are rare

Reprint
ON TELEGRAMS
Master. Hullo, Abdool, has a telegram come for me?
Servant. No, master. Master not
understand
Indian
system of Telegrumps. Suppose Blake Sahib want
send Telegrump
to master. H;e send
Telegrump
Friday.
Next Monday
he write letter.
Master get letter
first; tell him contents of Telegrump.
Two, three days after telegrump done
coming-Master
know what to expect. That way no mistake made,
(From Thf! Dawk Bungalow)
M. Broughton,
1863)
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in Bengal, but are plentiful in Orissa,
Bihar and right up to Chitor, in a
stream from Allahaoad.
Outside India such hoes are found in Malaya,
Indo-China
(Bac-Sonian outside Hanoi) , Somrong
Sen of Cambodia,
Annam,
Tong-King
(Han
period,
202 B.C.-220
A.D.), Hong-Kong to
Hunan
and
Szechwan.
A West
Chinese
parentage
for the stoneshouldered hoes and a link with Austric languages
has' been assumed.
The Austric-speakers
in West China
were apparently
pushed
south and
east by Tibeto-Chinese
speakers. The
date is thought
to be about 1000500 B.C.
These
stone-shouldered
hoe people were simple farmers, with
copper and bronze tools also. They
super-imposed
their culture on the
microlithic
flake industries.
Their
metallurgical
knowledge
must have
come from West Asia via the Indus
civilization.
But their agricultural
practices---:-rice-cultivation-either
ori.
ginated in the Gangetic
Valley or
somewhere in West China.
Opinion
is divided on this point.
We now come to more precise
times, because of fairly extensive C-14
datings.
The cultures with which we
now deal are farming cultures, generally with pottery, copper and bronze.
Before 3000 B.C. we have the Kili
Ghul
Mohammad
culture
near
Quetta, which goes back to 3690+85
B.C. There
is no pottery
in the
earlier
stages, but this comes suddenly, suggesting foreign intrusion.
Between 3000-2500 B.C., two other
cultures make their appearance,
at
Kot Diji,
40 kilometres
east of
Mohenjo-Daro,
and at Damb Sadaat,
in the Quetta
district.
The Kot
Diji culture has some affinities with
the Harappa
culture-the
terracotta
'cakes', presumably used for a toilet
purpose, and the fish-scale design on
pottery.
But these are few. The
period is from 2605 to 2090 B.C. +
140 'Years.
.
In the Damb Sadaat culture
we
have the well-known female figurines
of clay, and ceremonial
structures,
drains etc. The period is 2325-2200
B.C. + 300 years approximately.
Between 2500-2000 B.C. we have
the full-fledged Harappan
culture all
over the Punjab, Sindh, Baluchistan
and Saurashtra,
a Central
Indian
chalco-lithic
culture across the Narmada (Eran) and a Southern Neolithic culture in what is n"ow Madras,
Mysore and Andhra Pradesh.
The late level of Harappan
cul-

ture at Kalibangan
(Dt. Ganganagar,
Rajasthan)
has yielded a date of
2095+ 115 B.C. At Lothal, in Ahmadabad Dt., the earliest post-Harappa dating
is 1865+ 110 B.C. For
Mohenjo-Daro
itself, the dating
of
the late level is 1760+ I 15 B.C.
At Eran in the Sagar district
of
Madhya Pradesh the datings are from
2035 to 640 B.C. +70 years. The pottery culture changes, from Black on
Red, through thick grey and Blackand-Red to the Northern
Black Polished Ware.
The Southern Polished Stone Axe
culture (pointed-butt
axes) as represented by the ash-mounds of Utnur in
Mahbubnagar
Dt., has yielded a date
of 2295 + 155 B.C.
In the next period, 2000-1500 B.C.,
we have the Ahar or Banas culture of
Mewar, overflowing to Navdatoli
on
the banks of the Narmada;
and the
Burzahom
culture in Kashmir,
the
North-Western
neolithic culture. The
dating for the Ahar culture is 17251275 B.C.+ 110 years, and for Navda toli 1645-1400 + 130 years.
South of the Narmada,
between
1255 and 1040 B.C., at Nevasa and
Chandoli,
the Banas culture meets
the Southern neolithic.
The characteristic ware of the Banas culture, the
White-painted
Black-and-Red
ware,
and later, the Lustrous Red Ware,
are now found
here, along with
Southern neolithic tools.
The Burzahom
neolithic
culture
goes back to about ] 900 E.c. and
continued
to 700 B~C.
In the period 1500-1000 B.C., the
Deccan chalcolithic makes its appearance.
For instance, at N evasa and
Chandoli,
in the Ahmadnagar
and
Poona districts, respectively.
Thus, we have the following separate cultures, as identified by their
pottery, and also by tools and other
remains :(i) Pre-Harappan
in the NorthWest.
(ii) The Hclrappan, overflowing
to Saurashtra,
which later
developed as a variant.
(iii) The Banas culture of Mewar (stimulus diffusion from
Mohenjo-Daro ?)
(iv) Its overflow
to the Narmada.
(v) A separate earlier Central
Indian
chalcolithic
culture,
with, according to Sankalia,
affinities with Sialk in Iran.
(vi) Deccan chalcolithic
(Nevasa,
Chandoli) .
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(vii)

A

N-W.

neolithic

(Burza-

hom).
(viii)

A Southern-neolithic.

The Gangetic Hoard Culture
There is a widespread
Gangetic
culture covering what is now Utt.ar
Pradesh
and Bihar.
The material
remains are anthropomorphs,
antennae swords, harpoons, hooked spears,
axes, double-axes etc., in copper and
bronze.
Because of the widespread
nature of the copper tools and weapons this culture has been termed the
"Copper Hoard Culture". At Bisauli
in Budaun District, and at Bahadarabad, 8 miles from Hardwar, B. B. Lal
has found the Copper Hoard Culture
to be associated with an ochre-ware,
along with a red-slipped ware with
black designs.
The pottery
shapes
and techniques of this ochre ware are
not clear.
But it is clear that the
Gangetic culture is different from the
Indus culture.
Some obj'ects found
in the former, but not in the latter
are :(a) barbed harpoons;
(b) spear-heads with basal proJection;
(c) bar-celts;
(d) anthropomorphs;
(e) antennae swords.
The distinctive
Indus blade with

curved end is absent.
Heine-Geldern
has pointed out that the antennae
swords are analogous to the antennae
swords of the Koban culture in the
Caucasus, but intermediate
links are
missing. Although the Gangetic culture has not been dated by the C-14
method, the occurrence of a fragmentary anthropomorphic
figure (this is
doubted by some) at a late phase in
Lothal would suggest that the Cop.per Hoard culture was in existence
in the 19th century B.C.
The Aryans
There is very little archaelogical
evidence for the Aryans, whose language, literature
and ethos dominated early India.
The Aryan is preeminently connected with the horse.
There are some very early traces of
the horse-in
the form of teeth-in
sites like Rana Ghundai in the Baluchistan
hills, dating
from
preHarappan
times.
This shows that
some horse-nomads
may have found
their way into India
as early as
Harappan
times, but if so, the horse
must still have been a' rare animal.
Horses are not found in the Indus
Valley seals.
Horse-bones come into prominence
only in what is known as the Paint.
ed Grey Ware culture.
This ware

occurs specially in the Ganga-Ya
Doab, bilt has been found up
Rupar and Jullundur
in the
Vaisali in Bihar in the east, Aj
]aipur,
Bikaner,
Ujjain
etc.
Atranji Khera in the Etah Distri
Uttar Pradesh, C-14 tests give th
G. Ware (Painted Grey Ware) a
ing of 11th century B.C. The
nary P. G. Ware people appare
lived in mud-covered reed houses,
ate beef, pork and venison and
besides wheat. P. G. Ware has a
rently affinities with pottery faun
Shahi Tump,
Baluchistan,
Seis
and Sicily. This, however, is
agreed to by everyone.
P. G. ,
occurs between ochre ware and
Northern
Black Polished
ware
later times, whose date is 6th
tury B.C. B. B. Lal has conn
the Aryans with the P. G. Ware.
Hastinapura,
the sequence found
B. B. Lal, starting from the batt
is as follows:1. Ochre Ware
II. P. G. Ware (9th-6th
B.C.)
III.
N.B.P. (Northern
Black
lished)
with coined m
(crescent on hill/sun)
IV. Mathura.
The N.B.P. Ware marks the
fication of the various cultures
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lndia except the South (the so-cailea
Dravidian area) , under the Aryans)n
the 6th century B.C. It is widespread
all over North, West and East India,
as well as Cental India.
It has been
found as far as the Swat Valley in
Afghanistan.
The neolithic culture of East India, the stone-shouldered
hoe culture,
has not yet been elated by the C-14
method.
Nor has the South Indian
~fegalithic culture, to which we will
come.
So far as the C-14 dating of other
East Indian sites goes, the excavations
at Pandu-rajar-dhibl,
in the Burdwan
district, reveals that there were two
cultures, one going back to 1012±
120 B.C., and the other to the historical period.
The earlier culture, characterized by white-painted
Blackand-Red wares, is reminiscent of the
Banas Ware of Mewar, and may have
received its stimulus from there.
At Tamluk
(Ptolemy's Tamalites)
in Midnapore
district, the sequence
is as follows :1. Ill-fired pottery, celts.
II. 3rd-2nd century B.C.-Gangetic culture, cast copper coins.
ll.I
1st century A.D.-Rouletted
Ware.
Mortimer
Wheeler
attributes
the
grey and black Rouletted Ware to the
Romans. This pottery
with Italic
(Arrentine)
association
was apparently imported in quite an extensive
lI'ay in the 1st century A.D.

South Indian Megaliths
There are two types of megalithic
wlture in India.
The North-East
megaliths have been found in Bastar
among the Bondos and Gadabas
of
Orissa, the Koyas and Raj Gpnds of
Hyderabad, the Khasis and Nagas
etc. The affinities of this megalithic
culture, with single standing stones
(menhirs) are, essentially, as has been
pointed out by Christoph von FLirerHaimendorf, with South East Asia.
The Southern
Megalithic
culture
is essentially different.
These are megaliths with portrhole openings and
are plentiful in South India south of
H)derabad city. There
are various
wltural sub-types, as has been demonstrated by V. D. Krishnaswami.
Similar megalith cists, without
the
port-holes, have been found near
Karachi, and also in Delhi, Mirzapur
and even Srinagar, indicating perhaps
stray, itinerant, groups.
In the Tamil Sangam literature, in
the early centuries A.D., megali ths
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are praised as nadtt-kal.
The burials,
associated
with the megaliths,
are
accompanied by iron tools, and a distinctive type of Black and Red pottery.
At
Brahmagiri
Mortimer
Wheeler has suggested 200 B.C.-IOO
A.D. for the megalithic
occupation.
At Chandravalli,
not far away, the
megalithic culture is followed by the
Rouletted Ware which we have found
at Tamluk.
This also gives about
the 1st century A.D. for the endperiod of the megalithic culture. The
Indian megaliths are remarkably similar to European megaliths, and also
those found in the Jordan Valley. But
there is a 1000 year gap in between,
the Western megaliths
being dated
to about
1000 B.C. Missing links
(Hadhramut?
are not as yet known.
Von Fiirer Haimendorf
thinks that
the megalith builders of South India
brought the Dravidian
tongue and
pushed it northwards,
and that the
conquered people accepted this. This
seems to agree with N ilakantha
Sastri's hypothesis of a West Asian origin of the Dravidian tongue and Mrs
Irawati Karve's researches on kinship
similarities
and
their
distribution
among various linguistic groups
in
the Deccan.
The picture which tlIen emerges is
given in the table on the next
page. The
dates
shown
indicate
the early stages of the culture
in
question.
These continued
beyond
the dates given, sometimes over long
periods.
Thus, the southern
neolithic lasted from 2300 B.C. to 640 B.C.
The main point which comes out
is that many peoples
from many
places-East
Africa, North East Africa, West Asia, vVest China and Iran
came to India and built up local cultures, of which the most powerful
was the Harappan,
which may have
stimulated,
directly or indirectly, all
the other chalcolithic cultures. Then
carne a layer of Aryans and made
India into one. How thick the layer
was is a matter of speculation.
In
the South apparently
the Dravidianspeakers came, along with the South·
ern Megalithic, and Aryan and Dravidian met all over the Deccan.
It seems that dark peoples covered
the entire North India and South
East Asia, possibly South China, over
~O,OOOyears ago. In South India the
affiliations were apparently
Hamitic.
[In China the Mongoloids later pushed the darker peoples southwards, intermarrying
with them also.] In N.
'V. India, possibly because of outside

~dmuius-diffusion,
the Harappan
culture developed.
Its life span may
have been about
500 years.
The
Harappans were the first civilized men
in India.
The others were tribal
peoples, food-gatherers
and hunters.
Round about 1800 B.C. the Harappan
,ti\'ilization
collapsed.
It has been
suggested
(by D. P. Agrawal)
that
the Banas culture in the Mewar Valley may represent something of the
first wave of Aryans, who borrowed
heavily from the Harappans.
(D. D.
Kosambi, on other premises, suggested that even the Brahmanical
system
may have been borrVwed from the
Harappans).
The Harappans,
possibly partly by infiltration,
may have
stimulated
the Gangetic Hoard Culture, but the real clearing
of the
Gangetic forests came with the ironusing second wave of Aryans after
1200 B.C.-the
so-called Painted Grey
were people.
]n the South there was a very early
neolithic culture, from 2000 B.C. But
real civilization apparently came with
the megalith builders-the
nadu-kal
builders of the Tamil Sangam literature-round
about 200 B.C. These
megalith
builders
have, it seems,
West Asian affinities.
The megalith
builders pushed northwards while the
Northern
Black Polished Ware people (Indo-Aryans)
moved southwards,
straight and along the coasts, meeting
in the Deccan.
In the East. there was another wave
with S.E. Asian affinities, from 6th
century
B.C. onwards-the
stone
shouldered hoe peoples.
Possibly the
earlier
South-Eastern
people
had
Munda (Austric affiliations, while the
second wave was smaller and more
Mongoloid.
Fr.om·1000 B.C. onwards
people from North
India, however,
made COiltillllOllS inroads in to East
India.
Thus
the
tribal
peoples
were
brought into two General Societies,
in the
orth by the Aryans, in the
South by the megalith builders (Dravidians ?).
Ultimately,
South India
also came within the orbit of IndoAryan influence and a common culture spread all over India.
There seems little doubt that in
the process of amalgamating
tribal
societies into the General Societies a
great deal of blood mixture
took
place, possibly largely by concubinage. We are thus a very mixed people with blood from peoples
from
East Africa, South East Asia, Szech-
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uan, and possibly West Asia, besides
the blood of Aryan speaking peoples.
It would be fascinating if the Indus script could be deciphered and a
correlation reached between C-14 find50,000-40,000 years ago

(i) Soan
pebble-tool
culture in Punjab
(ii) Hand-axe
culture
in South India

5.000 B.C.

Before

Micro1ithic

3000 B.C.

2500-2000 B.C.

2000-1500 B.C.

1500-1000 B.C.

6th

century

200 B.C.

B.C.

onwards

(i) Harappan.
(ii) Central Indian chalcolithic
(Eran)
(Harappan
influence from Saurashtra?)
(iii) Southern
neolithic-pointed-butt-axe
culture.
(i) Gangetic Hoard Culture (Harappan stimulus
)
(ii) Banas or Ahar culture in Mewar (Harappan
stimulus ?)
(iii) Overflow of Banas culture
to the Narmada
(Iranian
(N avdatoli) influence also ?)
(iv) Burzahom neolithic in Kashmir.
Meeting of Banas and Southern
neolithic-Deccan
chalcolithis
(Nevasa, Chandoli).
(i) Painted Grey Ware-Aryans
proper.
(ii) Intrusive Banas culture in Pandu-Rajar-Dhibi
(?)
(via Narmada ?)
(iii) Stone shouldered
hoe culture
(from Szechwan
and Yunnan?)
Northern-Black
Polished
Ware all over India,
except the present Dravidian area. Unification of all
cultures under the Aryans.
'
(i) Gangetic culture in Bengal- Tamluk.
(ii) South Indian megalithic.

Q For Queen
SABITA DASGUPTA

I am

waiting with trepidation
for
the day when my little daughter
curious like all other members of he;
tribe to know about the world, will
ask me why the postman does not
wear his regulation
dress. As far as
I am concerned the postman does. If
I ask the postman he will probably
tell me how the Department
has gone
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culture

Far Eastern and South East
Asian affinities.
East African affinities. (East
Africa the earliest home of
man) .
Widespread all over India.
Origin-West
Asia
and
North East Africa)
Language unknown.

Kili Ghu1 Mohammad
near Quetta,
Pre-Harappan.
(i) Damb Saadat in Quetta District, female figurines,
drains, ceremonial
platforms.
(ii) Kat Diji, 40 kilometres east of Mohenjo-Daro.
Some Harappan
affinities (Foreign intrusions ?)

3000-2500 B.C.

lOOO-6th century

ings and the Puranic king lists. The
very earliest in Indian history would
then no longer be so much a matter
of speculation
as-despite
the C-14
datings-it
still is to-day.

lethargic in recent years and is not
caring as much as it should about
replacing worn-out uniform. But that
is not the point.
The issue is not
one of oldness and newness of uniforms but of their type.
For my predicament
I cannot hold
anyone but myself responsible.
Certamly, I cannot blame the reasoning
power
of my child,
exasperating
though it is sometimes, at her four
years of age.
Like any tolerably
modern mother I sent her to a nursery class in a school. I avoided being wholly modern and did not ch<;Jose

for her initial
education
an
tu.tion where the atmosphere t
to be more foreign than Indian
where the claim to a child's ed
tion is judged by the parents'
lence or other accompanying virt
In fact, I chose a school contro
to the best of my knowledge and
lief, by the Governmen t of In
which may perhaps be trusted to
nationalistic.
Dutifully
I bought my child
books prescribed for her class. T
are all very attractive and the qua
of paper and prip.ting is considera
if not adequate, compensation for
high prices. But the contents of e
the most elementary
book did
quite come up to the expectations
my Indian
republican
selL \
should 'Q' be introduced to an Ind'
child today with the picture of
crowned enthroned queen?
I wo
have thought a· queue would h
been more appropriate in tJle prese
day Indian context.
Postman In Blue
But what can be said in justifi
tion of the image, in a second bo
of a postman in a blue well-cut su
a tie and a peaked cap?
Where
India do postmen wear them?
another book the robin is presum
to be a bird that the child read
sees almost daily.
Dogs are divid
in to terriers, spaniels, sheep dogs a
alsatians.
The most common flow
are the bluebell,
wild rose, dais
buttercup, laburnum and lilac. Li
the postman in the other book,
policeman in this one has a remo
similarity to the policemen childr
can see anywhere in India.
The books are printed in Londo
Leeds, Edinburgh
and paid for i
scarce. foreign exchange and they a
prescnbed
for our children in utt
disregard of their immediate enviro
ment. . ~o thought is given, alas, t
the mmmmm demands
of nation
self-respect.
The jJhysica;1 torture (in ragging
was perhaps
more painful.
Th
would slap and kick me. Stripping 0
pants was a very common sport ...
I. refused to 'agree to immoral sllgges
tzons.
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. Those b?:v:~who fail to stand rag
~lng are {{zrlzsh. They become poet
znstead of engt'neers and soldiers.
Letters on ragging in Hindustha
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Let 101 Poems Blossom
ONE HUNDRED
AND ONE
Poems by Rabindranath
Tagore
Edited by Humayun
Kabir
Asia Publishing House, Rs. 24
THE

Tagore Commemorative
Volume Society had a much easier
task with Towards Universal Man, a
collection of essays, which could be
selected even by a committee, collectivity at its worst, and translated
even by men with no more than a
modicum of competence.
One Hundred and One, a collection of translated Tagore poems meant mainly
for readers unfamiliar
with the Bengali original, was a far bigger challenge. This book should really have
been reviewed by someone with no
Bengali, for whom it is intended. As
the editor frankly admits more than
once in his feeling but somewhat repetitive introduction,
most
good
poetry does not travel very well and
translates worse. If this reviewer, a
Bengali brought up on Tagore, submits that the effort was worth making, he expects to be taken at his
word. One Hundred and One does
something to promote Tagore among
the world's millions of unfortunate
non-Bengalis that needed to be done.
In 1931 Rabindranath
undertook
an anthology of his poems, Sanchayita; this was a good ten years before
his death; and the object was to disown most of his early effusions. With
some of his best work still undone,
he yet included nearly 400 poems in
that collection and was inconsolable
that he could not pack mo.re in. Mr
Kabir, who provides an excellent account of the sociological background
in which Tagore was born, exaggerating only slightly the Moghul part of
it, says that "Tagore wrote over a
thousand poems and two thousand
songs". Both seem gross underestimates. But that only shows how difficult it must have been to glean 101
flowers out of so vast a garden.
It
will be an elaborate exercise in futility to begin an argument on which
poems could have replaced
which,
although the editor claims that the
101 chosen by him or, more likely,
his translators, "represent the best in
Tagore".
The selection, let us say,
is as good as any anyone else might
have made.
OCTOBER
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It is a tribute
to this anthology that it can be reviewed in about
101 ways. The first is to leave Tagore
alone and deal with the introduction
redolent with well-meaning
cliches.
Another could be to seek contemporary associations, Mr Kabir would say
"assonances",
in poems written long
ago. What, for instance, could better sum up India's independence
and
subsequent adhesion to the Commonwealth tha~ the fC!llowing lines written as long ago as 1886 ?
Take my fetters off, set me free:
My free heart then I'll lay at your feet.

Then,
surely,
scope for Ogden

there is unlimited
N ashery :

The more
I read of Tagore
I find, in English, he is a bit of a bore.
Damned if I know where it is; but there
must be, somewhere, something of
a core.

The task of Tagore's anthologist,
then, is to find this "core", the core
that will survive the strain of translation into a different language, the
hard core that will stand for its substance, as much of it as it is legitimate to expect in poetry, and do
without
suggestions
and
nuances,
which are perhaps
the essence of
poetry.
It may seem the left-over;
the stone of a mango; but Mr Kabir
and his collaborators
have shown
prudence
in selecting
poems that
can be translated.
It is not the purpose of this review to make textual
criticism of individual poems or their
translations, although even in the successful translations it is not at all difficult to point out unnecessary deviations or flaws of infelicity.
The moral yet comes out that
where Rabindranath
is descriptive or
narrative he is eminently translatable.
Mr J. C. Ghosh tries gamely with
early Tagore, gossamer-like, but really scores with the matter-of-fact Juta
A bishkkar,
Invention
of Shoes_ Mt
Humayun
Kabir does his best with
Niruddes Jatra; but it is in Jete Nahi
Diba, I Will Not Let You Go, that
a comprehensible
picture is presented-with
the poetic effect unlost and
every detail retained.
Resonance
is
almost impossible to recapture in so
alien a language
as English;
even
Mr J. C. Ghosq., among the ablest of
translators,
sounds a trifle flat with
.phrases like "a sunbright
flowerful
garden".
In "Two
Birds"
Hiren
Mukerjee
describes
a situation,
as

does Chidananda
Das Gupta in "On
a Rainy Day" ; both are eminently
successful, for we know where we are.
In "Destination
Unknown"
we are
virtually lost. Pieces like "The CloudMessenger" and "Kama and Kunti"
are not even arranged as verse, perhaps to save space. Just as well. But
to see some of the finest poems of
Balaka mangled into bad poetry or
not very good prose is distressing.
Then suddenly
comes Abu Sayeed
Ayyub with "Sunday", a triumphant
translation.
The editor anticipates the criticism
that he has taken more of Tagore's
later poems than those earlier. Without stating this to be the criterion of
selection the editor points out that
towards the end Tagore was getting
more direct and simple and straightforward in expression.
He was; and
thus more translatable.
The vague
emotion, vaguely enough
expressed
in Bengali,
undoubtedly
made up
most of Tagore's finest poetry, by the
ear. But the directness of later simple statements stands out not as the
Poet at his best nor as philosophy
profound
but as something one can
have and hold.
A line like, Amalendu Das Gupta's translation, "Over
the path of your creation you have
spread a net of varied wiles" seems
a direct
statement.
The Bengali
reader does not have the same sense
of loss as he has when he reads,
Amalendu
Bose',
translation,
"Did
you, 0 Poet,
convey their
song
through your music in quest of the
beloved in solitude ... ", which in
English seems pure ham, however
mellifluous the original Bengali. All
in all, One Hundred
and One presents a more representative
portrait
of Tagore as a lyricist than almost
any extant anthology.
P.S. Finally, a reviewer is not supposed to
have read a book until he has found
its faults. Olle Hundred and One has
a few. Whatever the quality of his
translations, there seems no good reason why Buddhadeva Bose should have
been deprived of the second "a" of
his first name. Mr Hiren Mukerjee's
politics are his own business; his name
should be correctly spelt in a Tagore
anthology.
Does M anashi really need
an "h"? Especially when SOllar TarN!
and Sesh Saptak are spelt entirely
correctly?
In one poem the banyan
tree and the Aswatha seem unaccountably interchangeable.
NIRANJAN

MAJUMDER
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Letters

Vietnam

IT IS TIME TO PLANT
WINTER
VEGETABLES,

In the field, .in your backyard'
or in pots on your terrace

transplant seedlings or sow seeds
for raising seedlings of tomato,
cauliflower, cabbage, knol
khol; and plant directly seeds
of turnip, radish, carrot,
beetroot, spinach etc.

RAISE YOUR OWN
KITCHEN GARDEN
Help In food Self-sufficiency
DA 66/38'

India is big. Undivided, and under the Union Jack, it was much
bigger,
compared
to which
the
southern part, of Vietnam is smaller
than a LiIliput.
But the British
never had as many of their soldiers
in our country as the Americans now
have theirs in South Vietnam.
Nor
did they have so powerful and so
many arms. With all that, the Americans are not able to subdue the
South Vietnamese.
It is fairly obvious that the majority of the people
there do not want the Americans, and
that, the latter are there only to protect Ky and his Generals from the
wrath of the people. Walter Lippmann says that when the Vietnamese
fought, against the French for freedom, these Generals were on the
wrong side of the revolution.
In
other words, they were traitors to
their own country.
Now, the Americans love them.
The Americans have taken upon
themselves the task of containing
communism in the world. The best
way of achieving their aim would be
"toOstrike at the source".
Why, then,
are they not doing it?
They do not
recognise the Red regime in China,
just as they do not recognise the
Liberation
Front
in S. Vietnam.
They have the same reasons for putting Chiang Kai-shek in Peking as
they haye for bolstering
up Ky in
Saigon. Why fight the spirit of the
Chinese Dragon in the paddy fields
of Vietnam instead of fighting the
Dragon in its very den?
The Nazis were more honest. They
indulged in no hypocritical
talk of
democracy.
Theirs
was open villainy. They were herrenvolk,
and
they wanted Lebenstraum.
It was
that simple. And, they fought their
equals and superiors in strength. The
Americans' sham love of democracy
leads them to lend open support to
totalitarian
regimes everywhere ·in
the world, induding the one in Pakistan. These American "democrats at
home" are, while abroad, worse than
Nazis and are fighting for the spread
of the law of the jungle in this world.
Vietnam
is their test case, where
they will have to fail, because men
in this world cannot be turned into
beasts at the sweet will of fascists
masquerading
as democrats and re-
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publicans. Tiny as Vietnam is, she
(an def) and demolish all demon.
One is sorry to note that the once
~reat Britain
is, apropos
of this
,trugg]e, content
to shrink to the
size and play the part of Bertie 'Wooster, with the American
Al Capone
acting as "my man Jeeves".
The
British b]ackballed their 'fun man'
p, G. "'odehouse
out of their countr\", on merc suspicion of his having
done something, which as a nation,
they are openly and unashamedly
doing now i.e., aiding fascislll.
One is also sorry to note that in
this American rape of Vietnam, 'so'(ialistic' Russia and democratic
India arc content to be like King Virata
and Queen Sudeshna of yore, whcn
the sinful Kichaka attacked a helpless Sairindhri.
Bertrand Russell has brought
to
light the horrid and barbarous deeds
of the Americans in Vietnam.
All glory to the people of Vietnam
for fighting again t such guilty men!
R. V. SASTRY
Visakhapatnam

BangIa Bandh
Your paper wrote with a touch of
horror (September 30) that "during
the handh its supporters were beaten
lip and stabbed in Calcutta
and
<Iimict" crackers were thrown
at
them and their houses attackcd". But
who is going to speak for those
minority people here in Calcutta who
had nothing to do with the bandh
bllt were forced to live in fear?
What the bandh represents to them
is the po,rer struggle between t~vo
01 the helpJes
comman man.
NATFSAN

SUBRAMA,

'IAN

Left Unity
Your editorial of 23-9·66 made some
siRnificant points on the problem of
Electoral Adjustments
with which
we and perhaps a whole number
of
other supporters of left unity are in
romp]ete agreement.
But we are not
quite surc whether you have diagnosed the ituation correctly.
Perhaps
the present stalemate
on electoral
adjustments has a deeper cause than
the natural desire of every party to
en ure the maximum number of seats
for itself in the next legislature.
Granting that the objective of the
majority of anti-Congress votes (who
OCTOBER
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are in a majority in this tate) is to
instal a non-Congres
Leftist Gm'ernment in 'Vest Bengal, are we sure that
all the' elements in the ULF as well
as the BangIa Congres do still want
it?
The BangIa Congress has never
ceased to prod]aim its' allegiance to
the Congress leadership at the Centre.
In case it holds the balance of. power
in the new legislature in 'Vest Bengal, after the elections, it may well
find its way back into the official
Congress.
The new alignment
of
forces inside the ruling party is unlikely to bring about
the sort of
changes for which people have taken
to
extra-parliamentary
forms
of
struggle.
The objective of the CPI-Right
is
rather unclear.
Therc is an a sumption shared by many that it is interested above all in keeping
Indira
Gandhi or some such 'progressive'
Congre~s leader in power at Kew
Delhi as against such 'reactionaries'
as Morarji Desai.
Mr Dange's open
support for Mrs Gandhi at the time
of her election and the recent eulogy
of he~ Government in Pravda seem to
support this "iew. From this it might
follow that the CPI-Right
in W.
Bengal should try and make the 'progressive' BangIa Congress a detennining factor in Congress
policies
in
this State and also indirectly at the
Centre;
this would be the only way
to prevent the emergence of Mr Desai
as the next Prime Minisr.
Further,
the close understanding
developed between the CPI-Right in West Bengal
and the BangIa Congress at all levels
seems to add further strength to the
hypothesis.
On the other hand, one
cannot ignore altogether the impressive demonstration
of eptemuer]
in
New Delhi where 1\11' Dange
and
others called for the resignation
of
Mrs Gandhi's
Government.
Again,
the Right-CPr has publicly
adopted
in the course of the food mo\'ement
and the recent bandh a posture just
as uncompromising
and 'mi]itant as
that of any other.
Whatever the 'real' position of the
CPI-Right, the CPI-Left, which is the
decisive element of the Left in 'Vest
Bengal, has a clear duty to work for
an alternative
Government
in this
State. Such a Government
can hardly be formed, let alone survive long
enough to leave its own mark, if the
BangIa Congress manages to hold the
balance in the new legislature.
The
Left must strive to attain its own majority; any electoral adj\}stment that

excludes this possibility must be rejected even .if it means the disintegration
of the ULF in its present form. On
the other hand, there is no need to
treat the BangIa Congress or its fellow-travellers
as a political
]eper;
co-operation
with them should
be
desired so long as it helps to undermine tbe present
ruling party.
In
other words, the Left must stop playing second fiddle to 'progressive' Congressites yet welcome their help and
cooperation when the Left is able to
form it.s own Government.
The existence of a Left Government
in one
or more States combined with vigorous bu t disciplined extra-parliamentary activities throughout
the COllntry would be a greater deterrence
to
Right Reaction than the election of
a few more 'progressive' Congress Ieg-islators. But then the Left, not only
in India, has a strong suicidal tenden.cy.
re we going to save ou)'selves this time?
C. K "JAR
Calcutta
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It was wIth this objective that Dasturco was formed a decade
ago. Since then, this team of Indian engineers has designed and
installed many industrial projects-within
budgeted costs and on
~chedule. _ Dasturco has been intimately associated with the
planning of the new Bokaro steelworks, and will now-in co-operation with Soviet engineers-participate
on the detailed engineering.
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• HIGHEST QUALITY TUBES CONFORMING TO
INDIAN STANDARD SPECIFICATION • BLACK
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WHEN YOU BUY A
FLASHLIGHT DO
YOU ASK FOR ONE
WITH A BIG BEAM
"
RELIABLE
SWITCH
',-,· AND
STURDY RUST PROOF BARREL
, OR SIMPLYASK FOR
A+FLASHLIGHT!

GEEP FLASHLIGHT
INDUSTRIES LTD.
28, SOUTH ROAD. ALLAHABAD
STERLlNG- Gf - 685
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Upper Ganges Sugar Mills Ltd.
The Oudh Sugar Mills Ltd.
New India Sugar Mills Ltd.
The New Swadeshi Sugar Mills Ltd.
Bharat Sugar Mills Ltd.
Gobind Sugar Mills Ltd.

•
Manufacturers

of:

PURE CRYSTAL CANE SUGAR

•
. Managing Agents :

Birla Bombay Private Ltd.,
Industry

House, 159, Churchgate
BOMBAY-I.
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